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Southern Pacific 2-1 0-0 Decapod of the Texas & New Orleans
on the eastern end of the Espee syste m. Th is locomo tive
was modified and had ex tra details added by Jeffrey K.
Winslow .
Even tho ugh this brass import had good detail
the adding of a fe w additional items goes just that ex tra
little way to make the model really p ro to type.
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Santa Fe me t Barstow 's infrequent need of a TOFC (Trailer On a Flat Car) ramp by setting a Trailer Train pig fla t on a spur near
the s tation, pulling the truck and draw bar from one end of it, and pain ting most of what remains silver. Th is makes for an ideal
ramp but at a minimum cost in b o th do llars and labor.
R ichard A. Smith photo.
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Books for your rail library. . . . .
T H E 50 BEST O F T H E B&O - BOO K I . . . . .
A fi rst portfo l i o of photos by Howard N. Barr

$10.00

THE 50 B EST OF T H E B&O - BOO K II . . . . .

$10.00

UP F E F-3 C LASS 4-8-4 LOCOMOT I V E DRAW I NGS . . . . $12.50

A set of erection drawings for this locomotive; really fine.
U N IO N PAC I F I C ST EAM - NORT HW EST ER N D ISTR I CT . $13.95

A combining of the Canyons and Columbia "Smoke" series books.

A second portfo l i o of photos by Herbert H . Harwood, Jr.
AMTR A K CAR SPOTT ER

. $4.95

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

197 1B UR LINGTON NORTHERN A N N U A L . . . .

. $4.95

SHERMAN H I L L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$10.95
A history of UP power on the " h i l l" plus many construction photos.

. $5 9
.5

U P PASS E N G ER CARS - VO L U M E I .

F i rst of the BN Annuals with complete diesel roster.
1972 BUR LIN GTON NORT H ER N A N N U A L

A complete diesel and passenger car roster.
. $6.95

1973 BUR LIN GTON NORT H ER N A N N U A L

UP PASSENGER CARS - VO L U M E I I .

1974-75 BURLINGTON NORT H ER N A N N U A L . .
. $9.95
BN roster information and appearance.

THE STORY OF THE CA L I FOR N I A Z EPHYR

1975-76 BURLINGTON NORT H ER N A N N U A L . .

R A I LROADS O F ARIZO N A - VO L U M E I . . .

. $9.95
$35.00

TW I L I G HT OF T H E NARROW G A U G E . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.95

California Zephyr covered in detail.

A photo col lection of the last days on the Silverton branch.

STR EAM L I N E D ST EAM . . . . . .

·

$2.95

SI LVERTON TRAI N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Collection of streamlined steam engine photos.
·

$2.95

D I ES E LS OF THE ESP E E , VO L U M E I - A L CO PA'S .

Photo collection of M ilwau kee electric power.
ER I E LACKAWANNA EAST . . . . . . . . . .

. $3.95

SANTA FE - ST E E L R A I LS T HRO U G H CALI FOR NIA

NOR FO L K & W EST ERN ST EAM . . . . . . .

. $6 .95

..

. $6 .50

PACI F I C El ECTR IC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

PASS E N G ER TRAIN CO NSIST S O F 1940 . . . . . . . .

. $6 .50

T H E STR EAM L I N E ERA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $24.95

Encompases the complete streamline story with a lot of RR_

The book is a l isting of passenger train consists i n 1 940.
.

.
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This book is the "Bible" of Santa Fe d iesel power.

.

.

A complete history including the WP relationsh ip.

SANTA F E CAR AND LOCOMOT I V E P LANS . . . . . . . . . $5.95
A reprint of the 195 3 edition of the book publ ished by the ATSF .

VAN IS H I N G MAR K ERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SOUT H ER N PAC I F IC MOT I V E POWER A N N U A L - 1973 . . $9.95

C I N D ERS AND SMO K E . .

.. . . .

SO UT H ER N PAC I FI C MOT I V E POWER A N N U A L - '74/' 76 $9 .95

T IC K ET TO TO LT EC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$17.95

R A I LROADING W EST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$26.95

SANTA F E'S H I - L E V E L CARS. . .

Continuing Southern Pacific motive powe r coverage .

$3.25

.. . . . . . .

A m ile-by-mile guide from D u rango to Silverton.
$4.50

A m ile-by-mile guide of the Cumbres and Toltec.
. $7 .50

A really fine photo book on northwestern rai l roading.

An excellent book of Frisco steam.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$14.95

A brakeman's look at rai l roading from the head and rear ends.

A complete diesel roster and description of m otive power.

ST EAM LOCOMOT IVES O F T H E FR ISCO LI N E .

$24.95

R IO GRANDE TO T H E PAC I F I C . . . . . . . . . ,

$7 .95

A photo book of a broad range of both passenger and freight cars.

. $4.95

.. . . .

Complete coverage of these EI Capitan cars.

A fine book on Katy's northwestern O klahoma operations.
T UR B I N ES W ESTWAR D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. $9.95

1975- 1976 M I SSO UR I PAC I F I C A N N U A L .

$14.95

Complete diesel roster of the MoPac with mediocre photos.

A complete book on the UP's turbines in operation.

$26.95

T H E DOO D L E B U G S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$14.50

T HR E E BARR E LS O F ST E A M . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A real I" complete story of Santa Fe's Doodlebugs.

The complete story of the 4-1 0-2 steam l ocomotives.
To make your buying more conve,nient, we are
honoring Master Charge.

$16.95

SANTA FE'S D I ESEl F L E ET . . . . . . . . . . . .

$3 .95

narrow gauge operations.
.

. . $4.95

A pictorial history' o f Espee's PE from it's early days to War II .

Photos of both passenger and fre ight trains on these roads.

.

. $7 .95

SO UT H ER N PAC I F I C ST EAM LOCOMOT IVES . . .

A fine col lection of text and photos of Espee steam.

ST EAM ON T H E ANTHRACITE ROADS. . . . .

.

$13.95

A must for even the most casual Santa Fe fan .

The last twenty five years of steam on the N&W.

.

$12.95

A complete dissertation on the SP's Aleo passenger power.

A book at the scen ic east end of EL from merger to present.

.

. $4.95

A fine col lection of color photos of these trains.

THE MILWA U K E E ROAD U N D ER WIR E . .

•

$19.50

The early days of rai l roading through the later days of steam.

PORTR AIT O F A S I L V ER LADY .

now

$10.95

The story of this popu lar passenger trai n .

Shows BN up-date plus F reedom Train and Amtrak.

KATY NORTHW EST

$16.95

Ineludes photos and drawi ngs.

Cont i n u i ng up-date of

SANTA F E DI E S E L S AND CAR S

$18.75

Ineludes photos and drawings.

A lot of color photos showing various color schemes.

R IO GRA N D E CAR P LANS . . .
I neludes cars of both standard and

$15 9
.5

UN ION PAC I F I C ST EAM - EAST ER N D ISTR ICT .

Union Pacific's steam motive power in the east.

A cross-reference work on Amtrak and Auto-Trai n cars.

Name

Any purchase

made through Marketing East can be made this
way; it need not be limited to books.

Kits,

Street Add,",

decals, detailing parts, etc. can all be purchased

with your Master Charge.
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listed to the right; it is not necessary to use this form,
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AVAILABLE NOW!
See it at your dealer's or order direct

"Railroading through
Cajon Pass"
by Chard L. Walker

The author of this book, Chard Walker, is emi nently q u alified to write the sto ry of " R ai l roading
through Cajo n Pass" si nce he has " lived it" over more than 30 years; first as a nig ht clerk at Victo rvil l e
and l ater o n as a trai n o rder o perator a t Victo rville, the Summit relief o perato r for y ears, and s u bs e
q uently a Barstow towerm a n , and currently a statio n cl erk o n the dese rt, all with the Santa Fe .
Chard is i n timately f ami liar with UP and AT&SF steam po wer i n the pass as wel l as the new breed of
growl e rs of these two roads p l u s the additio n of those of the Espee now that they o perate thro ug h
Cajo n Pass. A book to b e treasured fo r its m u l titude of never-before-published pho tos , its statio n
plats, generous m aps, and historical sig nificance. This is an i nvaluable additio n to the li brary of a ny
Cajo n Pass rai lf a n and a worthy additio n to the library of anyo ne ev en remotely i n terested i n the
Santa Fe, Union Pacific, and So uthern Pacific as well as the Cajo n Pass area of so uthern Califor nia.

$29.95
[PwITJUITJU\1[JJa [UJrnrna[aW

_
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editorial
From time to time I have commented, adversly , on the alarming trend of railroad
publications to using full color reproduction more and more. I'd like to add a little
more fuel to this fire by commenting more on this SUbject.
First off, the cost of full color reproduction is very high. Color separation negatives,
running the pages through the printing press four times, color correction, etc. all add
to costs, in most cases, way out of proportion to the benefit derived. There is only a
single point, in most cases, that justifies this expenditure; promotional considerations.
To compete for the customer on the hobby shop bookshelf or magazine rack is a must
if the magazine or book is to be a success. There is no way there will ever be a second
magazine or book if the first one doesn't sell; for this reason , it is absolutely essential
that whatever steps necessary . be taken to assure success and that means a full-color
cover or dust jacket. We can readily say , then, that regardless of how good or bad a
reproduction may be, it is still necessary to have full-color to compete in the market
place and we all have to do that.
Next, let's take a look at color on inside pages. The reproduction will come from
either a color slide or a color print and the accuracy of this is going to be directly de
pendent on a number of different factors: lighting, exposure, location (light side or
dark side), etc. There is one thing the last eight years of publishing various Pro to type
Modeler magazines has taught me ; rail fans and modelers are a very far cry from being
professional photographers. That adds up to some very marginal color slides/prints
even at best, and I would be very reluctant to trust the typical slide/print for really
accurate color identification. The next step in the chain is processing and to get a
good answer here just compare a copy slide with an original slide and see the differ
ence between the colors. If you have another copy slide available that was done as a
different time then compare the two copies, again a difference . With color exactness
somewhat marginal in the original picture taking process and further compromised by
the processing of the film then there are two aspects, that when combined, can render
a color slide or print very questionable as far as color exactness is concerned.
The next item that enters the picture is that of time . We 're all aware that a slide or
print will fade over the years. How much, of course, depends on the conditions of
storage, temperature, etc. but regardless of the conditions, some fading will take place
over the years. This is the third factor effecting color exactness; the original slide has
now degenerated to a very questionable value and is scheduled for much more degrida
tion as the reproduction process is introduced.
Our cover photo for this issue is an excellent example of these processes in action.
The subject itself was faded, dirty , photographed under exactly unknown conditions,
the photo was taken by a non-professional, developing errors of some unknown
magnitude were introduced, and the slide was several years old. So, at the very best,
we're starting the whole reproduction process with a print that is in color but the
exactness of the color leaves much to be desired. Bear in mind that the Scalecoat or
Floquil color match for this loco, when new, was pretty close to Caboose Red. Now,
it is pretty obvious that there is one heck of a difference between Caboose Red and
what we have on the cover.
In the process of reproducing this slide onto the cover we have to go through
several steps that will effect the end result. First come the color separation negatives
wherein the full-color slide is reduced to four separate negatives, one for each color
that will be used to reproduce the cover; they are megenta (sort of a bright purple/red),
yellow (which is a really bright yellow), cyan (kind of a very bright, medium blue),
and black. The variations here can be much more than they ever would be in the
original development process and even major color changes can be made with a little
effort at this point. By that I mean that a good color man could actually change the
loco from what appears on the cover to a bright purple, a lavender/blue, screaming red,
or anything in between. Depending on the care excersised a wide variation is easily
introduced. It must also be born in mind that the color man may be a motorcycle
freak and not even remotely give a hoot about trains and railroads. The work is also
usually done at some way remote location where I have absolutely no control over
what is done at this point. There are ways to minimize these problems and they can
even be corrected but only at very great expense. Totally corrected color plates can
Continued on page thirty one
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MKT 64-A waits to head a Dallas bound freigh t out of Ray Yard in Dennison, Texas, on September 2 1 , 1 963. Note the A lco FA
Earl Ho lloway pho to.
and FB MU'd to the 64-A, originally an F3 but remanufactured to F9 standards in 1 955.

Kitbashing KATY 64-A
In HOGauge
The first EMD F3 road freight diesel
on the Missouri-Kansas-Texas (Katy) Rail
road was Number 64-A. As built on June
1 2 , 1947, it was originally numbered 201
(later 201-A) in the red with silver/gray
sides and yellow nose paint scheme and
was part of an A-B-A set. A renumbering
of all Katy diesels, and rebuilding of some,
began in the late 1950's when William
H. Deramus III came to the Katy . A sim
plified paint scheme and Katy shield was
also begun during that time.
The subject of this article was remanu
factured into a modified F9 during Feb
ruary, 1955, according to Extra 2200
South. The remanufactured Katy unit
lost some of its external F 3 characteris
tics. A new stainless steel grill replaced
the previously used chicken wire style.
The Athearn F7 unit with the stainless
steel type grill works just fine as a basis
for our kitbashed model. At first glance,
the prototype Katy 64-A looked like any

by Earl Holloway

other F7 until you noticed the high shroud
ed F3 fans and the fifth louver on the
side. The louvers on the Athearn unit are
not the correct style. Rather than try to
duplicate the prototype and replace all of
them, I chose to match the new ones used
with the existing ones. Photographs were
used as a guide in construction.
For parts and materials, you will need
the following:
TABLE I

Begin construction by removing un
wanted detail from one of the Athearn
F7 units. The other unit will be used for
parts. With a knife, files and sandpaper,
carefully remove all steam generator de-

tails, exhaust stacks and fans and the
dynamic brake fan on the roof. The ex
haust stacks and fans need to be cut out.
Do not cut out the dynamic brake fan.
Simply file and smooth it out on its
panel. Also, remove the small knobs re
presenting lift rings. During all of this,
rivet detail may be protected with mask
ing· tape. The water filler covers on each
side should also be removed . A good
method for removing detail such as this
on a flat surface is to use an X-Acto No.
17 blade with a scraping motion. Finish
up with sandpaper. I didn't bother with
a couple of items o n the rear o f the unit.
These are the electrical recepticles and
conduit which should be removed to be
prototypically correct. File and sand the

P RO TO TY P E MO D E L E R - APR I L 1 978

rear roof overhang flush with the end.
Now, go over the unit and clean up any
flash or mold parting lines.
Cut out the exhaust stacks and high
shrouded fans from the roof of the Varney
F3. Varney has been off the market for
several years now but these F3 units do
occassionally turn up at swap meets or in
the classified ads of the model magazines.
As an alternative, get the cast metal fans
from Cary. This is a separate casting on
their F3 unit. The opening left in the
Athearn roof will have to be enlarged
slightly for the Varney fans and stacks.
After you are satisfied with the fit, cement
in place from the inside with plastic
cement or Plastic Weld . If you decide on
the optional spark arrestor detail, now is
the time to install it following Details West
(or Detail Associates) instructions. Katy
64-A, and most of the other F units, did
n't receive spark arrestors until sometime
in the early sixties.
Carefully remove the two Varney F 3
dynamic brake grids from t h e roof. Cut
out slots in the roof panel of the Athearn
unit where you removed the dynamic
brake fan. I used the same measurement/
placement on the Athearn roof as Varney
used on his F3. See Figure 1. The ends
of these dynamic brake grids will have to
be trimmed a little to fit inside the panel
on the Athearn roof. A little fudging
here will not show up on the finished
model. Now, for you modelers unable to
locate any Varney F3 for this needed de
tail. Simply fill in the slots with Kemtron
Brass screen or some similar material.
Once it's painted, the effect should be
about the same.
Drill holes in the roof for the lift rings
and install with cyanoacrylate or some
similar adhesive. The locations are the
same as on the F7 . Drill and install the
radio antenna using .025" wire . The
length is approximately 5/32". And, if
you can find it, use some very fine .006"
wire for the antenna cable. This attaches
to the base of the antenna and makes a
small loop into the roof just in front of
the antenna. See Figures 1 and 2 .
Before w e leave the roof, fill i n the
horn mounting holes on the engineer's
(right) side with body putty. Tyco's single
trumpet horn will be used on the left (fire
mans) side. It is mounted facing to the
rear of the unit. With the diaphragm
head (rear) filed smooth, it makes a per
fect horn for this Katy unit. Of course,
an Athearn horn could be used but the
diaphragm head isn't large enough. Tyco
has molded their horns in some different
sort of plastic and regular cement won't
work on them. I used epoxy to hold
mine in place.
Drill a hole for the location of the
Detail Associates Nathan M5 horn. It is
approximately 3/8" from the dynamic
brake grid panel. See Figure 1. This is a
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very delicate piece of detail as anyone
who has assembled one will know. My
advice is to wait until after painting to
install it. I didn't ... and I had to repair it
several times during final construction !
A final note about this horn. The Nathan
M5 is not correct for Katy 64-A. A

Nathan P5 with 4 trumpets forward and
the fifth trumpet blanked out is correct.
Detail Associates is planning on bringing
out a Nathan P5 horn kit. I will change
mine when they do.
Fashion the top grab irons from .020"
wire. I used a lift ring for the center post.
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A top view o f the modified A thearn F 7 showing the F3 fans and Katy exhaust stacks as well as the many o ther de tails applied to
Earl Ho lloway photo.
this model such as the sun shades, windshield wipers, horns, e tc.

Drill No . 76 holes for this assembly but
do not install until after painting. See
Figures 1 and 2 .
Drill holes for windshield wiper blades.
I simulated the wiper blades with .014"
wire approximately 1/4" long. Install
with cyanoacrylate cement. See Figure 3.
If you have one of the early Athearn
F7 units, the nose is correct with only
one headlight. The current units have
two headlights and the bottom one needs
to be filled in. File out this headlight
square and fit a scrap piece of styrene
flush with the surface. Use body putty if.
needed and sand smooth.
While we're working on the nose, let's
look at the molded-on number boards.
There is something about them that just
doesn't look quite right. Either the num
ber boards or the classification lights are
located improperly. The classification
lights should be centered above the num
ber boards. You can relocate the classifi
cation lights and leave the number boards
where they are. Or, you can remove the
number boards and replace them with
much more realistic ones. Train-Miniature

Alco FA number boards can be used for
this. They are very close in size to an
EMD number board and, once centered
under the classification lights, look much
better than the original Athearn molded-on
number board. The backs of the Train
Miniature number boards will have to be
sanded slightly to conform to the curva
ture of the Athearn nose. I had one of
the early Athearn units with only one
headlight which had separate number
boards. If you have one of these, remove
the raised numbers molded on the face of
the number boards before cementing to
the body. Don't overlook the possibility
of using the Train-Miniture Alco FE num
ber boards though... I used them on an
other Katy F unit and they do look good!
Checking prototype photos of Katy
64-A, you will note that a fifth louver
was added on the side and the location of
a port hole was changed. This was done
when the unit was remanufactured. It
appears that the new fifth louver is about
in the same location as the original F 3
port hole with it now being centered be
tween the two louvers. See Figure 2. To
correctly model this change will require
cutting out the first panel next to the cab
door. It consists of one port hole and
one louver.
Carefully cut out this panel and square
up the hole. From your spare Sthearn F7 ,
cut out a new panel using the rear port

hole. This new panel needs to be 1 3/8"
long with the center of the port hole 1 / 2 "
from the end . Remove any rivets, sand
filler hatches, etc. from this new piece.
After squaring up, install and cement
from inside the body. If you have a good
fit here, body putty will not be needed.
Cut out 4 louvers from the spare Athearn
F7 unit cutting up close to their edges.
Take one at a time and hold them down
on a file with your finger tip. Work them
back and fourth on the file until you have
reduced their thickness enough to match
the other louvers molded on the unit. Lo
cate properly on both sides of the port
hole and secure them with a drop of
Plastic Weld. See Figure 4.
Drill No. 7 6 holes in the side of the
unit for the hand rails in the Walther's F7
Dress-Up kit. Don't forget the grabs on
the rear of the unit directly above the lo
cation of the MU air hoses. See Figure 5 .
Northeastern's style works fine here. The
extra nose hand rails and grab irons must
be fashioned from .020" brass wire. See
Figures 2 and 3. A Northeastern grab
iron is used directly above the walk be-

o

NOT TO SCALE
Measurements are for H O Gauge

Location for
MU Air Hoses

F ig u re 3

Figure 4

F ig u re 5
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A side view of the model shows the grill pattern and porthole modifica tion.
Katy fans get ready to go to work.

Lift Rings

-1
r=' 1 4"

1 Right and 1 Left for each assembly

The Katy "appearance " of this model will make the
Earl Ho lloway photo.

Not to Scale
Measurements are for HO Gauge

brt

UN-- 'f

Center Rod

------

Figure 6

I

Red

,

Figure 7

Black

�15/16"-'-'-��-tl

low the cab window on each side. This
walk is cut from Plastruct 1 / 1 6 " angle
stock. It is 1 3/16" long and the top is
3/8" from the bottom of the unit. Attach
the walks and all nose grabirons now.
Wait until after painting to install the side
hand rails.
Drill a No. 68 hole beside the headlight
for the Detail Associates MU Connector.
See Figure 3. Use one of the round re
ceptacles. File a flat spot on the classifi
cation lights, center punch and drill out
just enough with a No. 44 drill for the
MV Products lens. These, of course, will
be installed after painting. Fashion coup
ler lift bars with .020" brass wire for the
pilot and the rear of the unit from the
measurements in Figure 6. Form a right
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and a left end piece for each coupler lift
bar assembly. Solder them together or
use cyanoacrylate or epoxy. They may
be assembled before attaching to the pilot
and rear of the unit. I decided to mount
the end pieces using lift rings with cyano
acrylate and then attach the center rod to
these. See Figure 6.
Drill No. 4 7 holes in the pilot and the
rear of the unit for the Detail Associates
MU air hoses. See Figures 3 and 5. Secure
from behind the pilot and rear of the unit
some sort of contact cement. Square off
the ends of the Detail Associates cab sun
shades to a measurement of 3/8". Cement
them above the drip rail at a slight angle.
See Figures 2 and 3.
The unit is now ready for painting.

First, clean the unit with a household
liquid dishwashing detergent and then
spray it with Floquil's Barrier. Floquil's
Caboose Red is next sprayed on the sides
and nose. When dry, mask off the red
portion of the unit. Most of the roof, the
rear of the unit, steps, fuel tank, trucks,
and pilot are black. The separation of the
red and black on the roof is approximately
1 5 / 1 6 " from the dynamic brake panel.
See Figure 7 . The separation of the red
and black on the pilot is exactly in the
center of the anticlimber.
After the
Floquil Grimy Black has been sprayed
and is dry, mask the remainder of the
unit so the stainless steel grills can be
sprayed. I used Floquil old silver for this.
Finally, spray on a coat of Floquil Hi
Gloss to prepare the unit for decals.
Begin decal work on the unit with the
Deramus era Katy shield from the Wal
ther's No. 68-91 set. The small shield is
centered on the nose door approximately
5 /8" down from the center of the head
light. Use the next larger size shield for
the sides. They are applied in the center
of the panel above the fuel tanks. The
small "F" (for front of unit) is approxi
mately 7 /8" from the cab door steps. This
came from a left-over Walther's Yellow
Dimensional Data set I had on hand from
other projects.
The Micro-Scale EMD
builder's plate is centered approximately
1/8" up from the bottom edge of the unit
next to the cab steps. The small "64-A"
number used on the rear of the unit above
the end steps and on the end itself is also
taken from a Walther's Yellow Dimension
al Data set. They are centered 3/32" up
from the bottom edge of the unit above
each end step. The number on the rear of
the unit is located 1 /1 6 " down from the
top edge of the roof. Finish up with the
number in the number boards. Use a
hyphen between the number and letter A.
Install the side hand rails and roof grab
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The de tails added to this Katy F9 s till shows many of the F3 characteristics of the original locomo tive. Purchased as an F3 in '47,
this locomo tive was remanufactured to F9 s tandards in 1 955.
Earl Ho lloway photo.

TA B L E I
MATE R I A LS L I ST

2
1
1
1
1

Athearn F7 A Unit - Undecorated
Varney Plastic F3A or F3B Unit Shell - or Cary F3 Fan Casting
Pair Train-Miniature Alco FA Number Boards (Optional)
Tyco F Unit Single Trumpet Horn
Detail Associates No. AH-1602 Nathan M5 Horn Kit
Detail Associates No. MU-1507 MU Connectors (Optional)
Detail Associates No. MU-1508 MU Air Hoses
Details West No. SA-123 Spark Arrestors (Optional)
Walther's No. 822(U) F7 Dress-Up Kit
Detail Associates No. SS-1301 Cab Sunshades

have to be filed down to bring the Kadee
couplers up to the proper height.
This completes the work on a o ne-of-a
kind unit on the Katy. No. 64-A is no
longer on the roster. It was sold to Pre
cision Engineering in early 1970. At this
writing (1977), only the following EMD
F units remain on the Katy roster: 7 0-A
(F3A), 72-C (F7A), 7 5 -E (F9B), 7 8-C
(FP7 A) , and 401-B which is a hybrid B
unit rebuilt from wrecked F 3A unit 6 6-C.
The three A units are used mainly in the
Oklahoma City - McAlester, Oklahoma
run.

1 MV Products No. LS-20 Lens Set (F7 Classification Lights)
1 MV Products No. L185-13 Lens Set (See Note)
1 Plastruct 1/16" Angle Stock
20 Lift Rings (Detail Associates, Kemtron, or Northeastern)
4 Northeastern Grab Irons
.014", .020", and .025" Brass Wire
Scrap Styrene
1 Walther's No. 68-91 MKT F Unit Decal Set
1 Walther's Yellow Box Car Dimensional Data Decal Set
2 Micro-Scale EMD Builder's Plate Decals
Floquil Caboose Red, Grimy Black, Old Silver, Barrier, Hi-Gloss, Flat Finish
Note:

This is actually a Santa Fe Steam Headlight Lens but it fits much better
than the MV Products lens listed for the Athearn F7 .

irons now with cyanoacrylate The side
grab irons are painted red. The roof grab
irons parallel to the windshield are painted
red including the life ring. The other por
tion that is parallel to the cab side is paint
ed Grimy Black. Give the unit and the
separately painted 5 -chime air horn a coat
of Floquil Flat Finish. Install all the
windows from the DressUup kit and the
MV headlight and classification lenses
with cyanoacrylate. The MV Santa Fe
steam headlight lens will be recessed slight-

ly in the headlight molding giving it a
much more prototypical appearance !
The last thing to do is to mount the
5-chime horn and attach the unit on a
powered chassis. Mount the horn with 3
trumpets forward and secure from the in
side with liquid plastic cement. I used an
Athearn fly-wheel drive with Kadee coup
lers, A No. 5 works fine on the front
with a No. 8 on the rear of the chassis. In
both cases, the mounting pad, after drill
ing and tapping for a No . 2-56 screw, will

ACCURATE HO DECALS
California Western Super Skunk
(loco & 4 cars) ................$2.50
':'Frisco Steam Locos ............. 2.00
*-w/Fast Freight Herald .... .. 2.50
MoPac Steam Locos ....... . ... . .. 2.00
Southern Pacific
*0-6-0/0-8-0 .................. 2.00
*2-8-2 /2-8-4 /2-10-2 ............ 2.00
4-6-0/4-6 -2 ................... 2.00
4-8-4 (GS-I-8) ............... 2.00
4-8-2 (MT-I - 5) ............... 2.00
4-10-2 (SP-I-3) .............. 2.00
1.75
Passenger Cars (Dulux Green)
1.75
Passenger Cars (Gray) . . ...
�'New
Coming Soon: (All SP)
2-6-0/2-6-2 /2-8-0 ..............TEA
4-4-0/4-4-2 /4-8-0 ..... . ....... . TEA
Articulated ...................TEA
NarrowGauge ................TEA

'111.1
1
tJIfI

Anybody f01" '0' Scale??

At your dealer ur direct
Californians 6% Sales Tax please

CALIFORNIA LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
P. O. BOX 14226/ SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA 94114 -----.....
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Santa Fe 's GP20 of the 3 1 00 Class.

13

Lynn A ldrich pho to.

The Santa Fe GP 20
by Lynn Aldrich

The 3100 class GP-20, ex 1 100 class,
represents the few components left of
the FT's. Those FT's were traded in on
GP-20's, but some of the later models and
their components were used in the newer
Model of Santa Fe's 3 1 00 Class GP20.

engines. Any layout modeling an era of
the late 1960's or after could easily in
clude a GP-20 of the 3 100 class; these
would sport the characteristic yellow war
bonnet and silver trucks. Previous to

this, however, the GP-20 would appear
with the older numbering system and the
regular blue, non-warbonnet, paint
scheme. These and other modifications
will be discussed in this article .
Model and pho to by Lynn A ldrich.
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A view of the left side of San ta Fe 's GP20 in HO.

The GP-20's, as delivered, were num
bered 1 100-1 174. They were renumber
ed in the late 1960 's and early 7 0 's to
3100-3174. As of March 197 5 , numbers
3105, 3130, 3 1 5 2 , and 3160 were taken
off the roster, apparent victims of wrecks.
The use of the GP-20 was, and is today,
multiple and varied. They have been
found in yard service in places such as
Way, Wichita, Belen along with many
others, as well as being used in road and
local yard service between Argentine and

Model and pho to by Lynn A ldrich.

Corwith for a period of time. They are
used in local freight service, as main line
freights, and have been mu'd with almost
every type of hood unit. If mu'd with
CF-7 's though, the GP20 must be in the
lead in order for the sanders to work. It
is a very versatile engine and may even be
run as a single unit on a branch line local.
Modeling the GP-20 in HO presents no
particular problems (don't try modifying
an FT unit as there is an easier way), how
ever, there are no known units available

in the N-gauge market. All detailing will
be the same, regardless of scale, with the
single exception of the dynamic brake
information.
A major change must be made with
the Tyco GP-20 by adding a dynamic
brake available from any Athearn GP-7 .
This works out fine as the ATSF GP-7
does not have dynamic brakes. The Ath
earn model comes with two removable
sides and by using a sharp knife or razor
saw, the fan portion of the body top can

Bulb

�
Long Hood

Horns - Side View Mount

II

,...-----,._���-- Base

�

R,dio
Warning Light

1111

r"'f----- Legs
A,,,"",

Flasher Light

Horns - Top View
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be removed. The three brake pieces can
then be put together and glued to the
Tyco unit.
For the next step, cut a 3/32" length
of plastic tubing of about 3/32" in dia
meter. This is cemented to the proper
spot for the radio antenna on the center
front of the cab roof. (See photos and
illustrations accompanying this article.)
Warning flasher lights can be made of
scrap pieces of plastic about 1/8" in dia
meter, not to exceed 5/32". With a mill
file, round a ball on top with a slight in
dentation around the bottom. A small
base under the ball with a flat bottom
should be left so the three legs may be
attached in a triangular fashion. The legs
can be made of thin strips of scrap plastic
and should be about 1 / 1 6 " in length. The
overall height should be from 3/16" to
W' and although this is actually oversized,
any smaller would be very difficult to
work with.
The horns on the model need to be
moved and it is necessary to cut them
from the cab roof. File the old mounts

smooth and fill in any holes left; file
smooth after dry. The horns should be
located in back of the cab roof on the
firearms side of the long hood. Using a
piece of scrap plastic to make a mount
bracket approximately 1/16" x 1f.t inch,
make two scallop notches in the top for
mounting the horns. Cut the legs off the
Tyco horns and mount as in the illustra
tion.
Check photos of the GP-20 radiator
fans as some need extensions and some
do not. The Tyco model has built-up
fans unlike the ATSF contour and it is
possible to file them around the outside
or file them down for the low fan shroud.
Painting the model can be accomplished
by masking off and spraying. If brush
painting the yellow warbonnet, a photo
of the engine should be used as a guide.
With a pencil, outline the contour where
the bonnet should go and cut a shallow
line along the outline with a sharp knife.
Using either Scale Coat or Floquil's reefer
yellow, brush the paint on so it will flow
to the knife line, but take care not to use
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too much paint or brush beyond that line.
Paint all handrails, the radio antenna,
warning lights and horns reefer yellow at
the same time. The warning light should
have a silver base below the bulb and
above the legs. To paint out the yellow
stripe at the top along both sides of the
long hood , use Scale Coat Santa Fe diesel
blue. Paint the truck wheels and side
frames silver.
To decal, I suggest using Microscale
decals. A special ATSF warbonnet set is
available with a straight nose decal. The
wings of the emblem should go back to
the cab, but unfortunately, the decal is
not quite long enough. This problem is
solved by cutting the wings off another
nose decal emblem and extending the
wings back to the cab. Use the blue num
bers under the side cab windows on the
yellow war bonnet. Finally, number the
front and rear number boards. When fin
ished, this should yield a modern-looking
unit completed with only a few needed
details in a minimum amount of time.

More
Rock
Island
�':��iJ!lIIiii ' CabCDses

Rock Island Caboose No. 1 9081 at North Enid, Oklahoma, April 9, 1 977. Th is would
make an in teresting model.
Norm Metcalf photo
I

by
Norm Metcalf
With regard to the article on Rock Island
Cabooses in the February issue of Pro to
type Modeler for 1978, the two photo
graphs show two more of these cars on
the Rock Island roster. They are cabooses
19081 and 19162. Both these cars were
in service up until a year ago that I am
aware of; I took the photos on April 9th
of last year.

i

Rock Island Caboose No. 1 91 62 at Cline, Kansas, April 9, 1 977. This would make an
in teresting addition to any larger pike.
Norm Me tcalf photo.
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A Santa Fe Wt-J (ex-Ft-J) in Maintenence of Way service.

Cyril Durrenberger photo.

AT&SF Ft.-J,
O,P Flat Cars

by P. J. Student

The first time I saw one of these cars
was about 2:00 A.M. while visiting the
MoPac operator in Austin. The KSA set
out an Ft-P loaded with farm equipment.
Luck held as the car was only spotted else
where in town and not interchanged.
Thus, I was able to measure and photo
graph it. A few months later a friend
called to tell me that another one was on
the way south. This one wasa Ft-O loaded
with a scraper.
The Ft-O and P classes are identical.
The Ft-O was built in the first part of 1929
and the Ft-P was built at the end of that
year. They are numbered in the series

90501 -90850. Where the class numbering
break is I don't know.
The Ft-J is very similar in construction
to the Ft-O/P. It is 44'6" over the deck
whereas the Ft-O/P is 50'. The Ft-J was
rebuilt at least twice (1930 and 1941) and
again later when converted to work ser
vice. A picture of the Wt-J is in Santa Fe
Diesels and Cars. It was numbered in the
series 9 3 15 1-93250.
The starting point for these cars is at
least a pair of Train-Miniature flatcars; or
from six cars you can have 5 Ft-J, O/P
flatcars. (How will be explained later in
the article_)

San ta Fe 's Ft-J numbered in the 90000 series.

There will be one major discrepancy
for each class of car from the prototype,
but it is something I feel that can be com
fortably lived with. The Ft-J will be about
one foot too long; and the Ft-O/P will
have thirteen stake pockets instead of
fourteen. If you insist on the fourteen
stake pockets the car will be 5 3'6" over
the deck which is just too long to repre
sent the prototype.
This article will cover the making of an
Ft-J or Ft-O/P from a pair of T-M flatcars.
Judicious use of the scrap ends will make
another Ft-J or O/P flatcar, three end to
end make one car.

Model and photo by Pa t Stude n t.
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Model and pho to by Pa t Student.

An Ft-O Class Santa Fe fla t car practically identical to the Ft-J and Ft-P Classes.

For an Ft-O/P cut one flatcar on the
scribe line 24'3" from the end and the
"
second 26' from the end. These lines are
shown in fig. 1 . For the Ft-J cut one body
on the scribe line between 22'6" and 22'9"
from the end and the second body on the
scribe line 2 3 ' from the end. These lines
are shown in fig. 2. To cut the bodies, I
use the Xacto aluminum miter box and
large razor saw. Use a 1,4" X l " strip of
wood to hold the body for cutting.

{�11111 w�co",�
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Ft·O/ P

Ft-J

I

I
I

F ig u re 1

F ig u re 2

After cutting the bodies, clean the flash
from cutting. Check the fit. Is the cut
such that the new body will be straight?
Is the spacing of the stake pockets across
the joint correct? (Use one of the scrap
pieces for a measure.) Sand or file the
top of the decks smooth from the casting
sprue in the center, the rachet and pawl
for the brake staff, and any high stake
pockets and flash along the edges of the
side sills.
The prototype cars sit lower on the
trucks than the T-M cars are engineered.
( 3 ' 10" for the Ft-O/P and 3' 1 1 " for the
Ft-J versus 5' deck to top cif rail.) To
lower the car the end sill will have to be
notched to accept the coupler pocket on
the underframe. Clean the flash off the
coupler pocket sides. On each end being
used line up the underframe to mark that
part of the end sill to be cut away. Cut
away the part of the end sill where the
coupler pocket will go flush to the bot
tom of the deck.
Take an underframe for each car and
cut off the two body bolsters and coupler
pockets. Discard the remainder of the
center sill. Trim the bolster so that they
will fit inside the side sills of the body.
Ream out the hole in the bolster so that
the bolster coupler fits over the projection
for the truck screw and is tight to the
underside of the deck.
After you're
satisfied that the fit is as it should be, ce
ment it in place with a solvent type of
cement. Drill through the deck for the
coupler plate mounting screw, using a
number 50-52 drill. File the projection
for the truck screw on the body flush with
the body center plate on the bolster.

-t-�3' -0�
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Figure 4

A piece of 0 .060" styrene 7 '3 " wide is
used to join the two ends together. It is
2 7 ' long for the Ft-J and 3 1 ' long for the
Ft-O/P.
Keep it 3' from the bolsters.
Join this piece to the two ends using a
solvent type cement. Do this assembly
on a smooth flat surface such as a surface
plate or piece of plate glass. This joint
should be allowed to set at least overnight.
These cars sit so low that care and some
liberties have to be taken in order to get
the necessary wheel clearance. If you
don't leave the clearance now, you'll just
have to get out the motor tool and rotary
burrs later.
After this first splice piece joint has set
cut a piece of 0 .040" styrene 8' wide to
go over it. This piece is also 2 7 ' and 3 1 '
long for the respective cars. Install this
piece centered on the car over the first
piece.
While this joint is setting cut the side
sill web plates from 0.0 30" ABS as shown
in fig. 3 and square the edges. Note that
the ends are chopped off to give wheel
clearance. These are inset 1 6 " from the
edge of the deck side sill. Install using a
solvent type cement. Reinforce at the

:
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Figure 3
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The San ta Fe 's Ft-P Class fla t car very similar to the Ft-J and - 0 cars. The -J and -P cars have "clean " side sills whereas the - 0 Class
Model and photo by Pat Studen t.

has vertical stiffeners across the side sill web.

point where the taper begil).s with a piece
of 0.060" styrene about IA " wide, long
enough to go in between the two side
sills. This will give a nice box to put
weight in later on.
The Ft-O /P has angles stiffening the
web. The Ft-J didn't have these judging
from the photos of the Wt-J cars in tie
service. For these I used Plastruk 3/64"
angle stock. The interesting thing about
their installation is that they all face the
same way. When looking at the car broad
side, the leg of the angle sticking out will
be on the right for all five angles. Cut 10
pieces of angle a little over W ' long and
install as indicated in fig. 3. After the
joints have set tril flush with the web
plates. (I find that a pair of Lambert
Rail Nippers is excellent for this.)
The flanges are made from 0.010"
styrene. Cut two strips 6" wide for the
Ft-J and 9" wide for the Ft-O/P. Join
••

them to the center section of the web
plate first. After this joint has set, join
then to the tapered sections, dnd trim the
excess at the ends. The flanges are flush
with the inside of the web plate for the
Ft-J and with the projecting legs of the
angles for the Ft-O/P.
Install your favorite couplers. The
trucks for the Ft-J are Kadee Andrews and
for the Ft-O/P Bettendorf. Check for
wheel clearance and trim away any plastic
that limits the truck movement except
for the coupler pocket.
Using Cal-Scale brake wheels and
0.020" wire make the brake staff as shown
in fig. 4. Install the brake wheel and staff.
Give the entire car a coat of Barrier or
Shield Coat. When this is dry spray it
with a coat of mineral brown. After this
is dry give it a semi-gloss to gloss clear
coat in order to obtain a good surface for
decalling.

The placement of the lettering on these
cars is different today than when the cars
were built. The models show the letter
ing as the cars were built. Fig. 5 shows
the placement of the lettering today. Af
ter the decals have set, protect them with
a flat or semi-gloss clear coat.
The deck is made from 1 / 3 2 " thick by
1/16" scribed basswood. Cut p ieces from
the sheet 9' long (deck width). Trim a
pair of them to the length of the deck. I
finished them with some dirty paint brush
cleaner before installing them on the car.
After the decking is installed, weather
the car to your preference , and it is now
ready to enter revenue service.

Sixth Annua l
EAST E R N R EG I ON CON VE N T I ON
Saturday M a rch 25 , 1 978
Har tford, Connecticut
Sl ide Shows

C l inics

Display
Model Contest

STEAM, D I ESE L, PASSE N G E R A N D F R E I G H T CARS,
MAI N TE N A N C E -O F -WAY, D I O RAMAS AND STRUCTU R E S
U N I F O R M E D PO L I C E I N ATT E N DANCE S O B R I N G YOUR MODE LS
gAM - 5PM P LUS N I G H T ACT I V I T I E S
F o r more information, contact:
Chuck Johnson, Post Office Box 1 83, Avon, CT 06001

Refreshments
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Often the shop crews did n o t follow the "common s tandard " designs they go t from the fron t office. This is how the herald looked
on SP 1 0262, a "Shasta Dayligh t " Articulated Coffee Shop car when she was retired. The wing panels have been pain ted silver-grey
and the 1 94 7 "Dayligh t " script has been replaced by the older style.
Jim Gers tley photo.

SP Passenger Train
Paint Schemes

1 . The Daylight

by Dave Blanchard
In this series of articles we intend to
cover each of the ligh tweigh t SP pas
senger train color schemes, pro viding you
with sufficient information on each to
correctly paint, letter and number cars
for your models of SP streamliners.

Southern Pacific became well known
over the years for their fine fleet of

streamliners, "serving more of the West",
as their ads used to read, with these
brightly clad trains. Indeed, part of the
attractiveness and popularity of their
trains might well be attributed to the
various multi-colored paint schemes they
wore. These eye catchers became a trade
mark of SP passenger operations from the

appearance of their first streamliner in
the mid-thirties on up until 1958, when
declining passenger revenues and rising
labor costs made it uneconomical to
maintain them.
Probably the most distinctive of all
the color schemes used on SP varnish was
the combination of red, orange, black,

The "Shasta Day ligh t 's Timberline Ta vern, " SP 1 031 6, provides and excellent example of the later version of the "Dayligh t " scheme
with the car type s tenciled on the end of the letterboards, "Sou thern Pacific " in sligh tly larger lettering, modified herald, and silver
This is a Pullman Company photo from the collection of Jim Gerstley.
grey trim.
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and silver that earned the Coast Dayligh t
the honor of being considered by many
to be the "Most Beautiful Train in the
World." Conceived in 1936, while the
new Dayligh t cars were under construc·
tion at the Pullman plant, it was the reo
suit of Southern Pacific's efforts to form·
ulate an attractive yet practical color
scheme to paint the new train in. Many
conbinations were considered and the
final choice was made. The main body
was red with the window strip orange; the
roof, trucks, underbody, and skirts were
black. The colors were separated by 3/4"·
wide aluminum bronze stripes. "South·
ern Pacific Lines" was proudly em·
blazoned on the letterboards in 4112"
aluminum·bronze
extended
Railroad
Roman letters and the now·famous ball·
and·wing herald was painted on a large
plate affixed to the lower sides of each
car. The car serial number was centered
just below the insignia in 3W' numerals.
All lettering was edged in black. The car
ends were red with the end doors on non·
vestibule ends painted to match the in
terior color scheme of each particular
car. The chair·baggage cars were the ex
ception having the orange band and two
aluminum-bronze stripes contained all the
way around the forward end and across
the door there.
The red and orange came to be syn
onymous with the word Dayligh t which,
in turn, was associated with most of the
first·class daytime trains across the sys
tem. The Texas and New Orleans' Sun
beam blossomed forth later in 1937 wear·
ing Day ligh t livery. The scheme was also
used on the Noon, San Joaguin, Sacra
mento, and Shasta Dayligh ts. The Cotton
Belt used a variation of the Dayligh t
colors with a silver roof instead of black
on ten semistreamlined coaches. And,
although the Starligh t was to have been
repainted two·tone gray , it remained in
Dayligh t colors (it was actually the old
Noon Daylight consist) except for a few
cars. The Sunbeam and the San Joaquin
Dayligh t even had their own variations
of the ball and wing herald though the
San Joaguin 's was replaced by the Day
light herald in 1946 .
Changes were made over the years in
the Dayligh t scheme. The first one came
in 1937 when the car serial numbers were
changed from 3112" to 2lh" characters.
Then in 1946, the word "Lines" was
dropped from the letterboards and letter
ing size for the road name became 5".
During 1947, the changeover from alum
inum-bronze to silver gray trim and let
tering was begun. Also a slightly varied
herald was issued that was intended to be
easier to apply. Some of the shop crews
liked the old one better, however, and
continued to use it at least through 1955
when the Sacramento shop forces painted
it on the new Dome Lounges. In 1948,
car types were applied to the ends of
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Showing off its brand new "Dayligh t " paint scheme is A rticulated Chair Car SP 2402-2403. No te small (compared to characters
used in later years) "So uthern Pacific Lines " in aluminum-bronze edged in black.
Pullman Company photo from the collection of Jim Gerstley.

A'b�

----

Heavyweigh t Baggage-RPO SP 5 0 70 was painted in "Dayligh t " colors i n 1 94 1 for service on the "San Joaquin Dayligh t. " Since
it was the first car in the consist, its forward (RPO) end had the orange band and silver s tripes as on the Chair-Baggage cars on the
"Coast Dayligh t " and the "Sunbeam 's " baggage cars, San Francisco, 1 953.
Darek Mortlock photo.

MHP 79-C-1 "Dayligh t " chair car was painted with Floquil paints and lettered with Champ decals to represen t SP 2440 as it appeared
after 1 946.
Model by Jeff Cau then; pho to by Dave Blanchard.

most cars in 21h " Roman letters. This
made the cars easier for passengers to
identify from the outside. They were not
applied to strictly head-end cars, the ar
ticulated chairs and diners nor the rear
ends of observation cars.
In 1949, the new Shasta Dayligh t was
inagurated and the Dayligh t scheme was

adapted with a wider orange band to ac
comodate the extra-high picture windows
featured on this train. The two Parlor
Observations that were reassigned to the
Shasta Dayligh t were also repainted to
match the high-window cars.
By 1955, labor costs were reaching
high levels and SP began to economize.

The requirement for black edging was
dropped for all lettering except the in
signia.
As was mentioned earlier, the
Dayligh t scheme was officially cancelled
late in 1958. Cars were to have been re
painted in the new standard scheme as
they came in for shopping after that date.
This cancellation date was totally effective
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The "Sunbeam " paint scheme was identical to the "Dayligh t 's " except for the herald. Note also that the insignia board is smaller.
This is T&NO 950, a Diner-Lounge-Observation.
Pullman Company photo from the collection of Jim Gerstley.
ROST ER O F CAR S
I N T H E SO UTH ERN PAC I FIC
DAY L I G HT PAINT SCH E M E
(October 5, 1955)

5219

Relief
BAGGAGE CARS

6085

Starlight

Prime the car or, if the car is plastic,
use a barrier.
STEP 3

LIGHTWE I G HT CARS

Car Number

Assignment
CHAIR CARS

2352·2357
2358·2361
2381 ·2398
2402·2423 *
2439·2440
2441 -2484*
2485·2488
2492·2493

Coast Dayl ight
Shasta Daylight
Shasta Daylight
Coast Daylight
Daylights
Daylights
Daylights
Daylights

PAR LOR O BSER VATIONS

2951
2952·2953
2954·2955

Relief
Coast Daylight
Shasta Dayl ight* *
PARLOR CARS

3001
3002·3003

Daylights
Daylights

C H A IR ·BAGGAGE CAR S

3300·3301
3302·3303

San Joaquin Daylight
Coast Daylight
DOM E -LO UN G E CARS

3600
3604
3605·3606

San Joaquin Daylight
San Joaquin Daylight
Shasta Dayl ight
BAG G A G E -M A I L CARS

5000·5002
501 1 ·50 1 2

Shasta Daylight, Cascade
Shasta Dayl ight, Cascade

SAN JOAQUIN DAY LIGHT R E L I E F CARS
LOUN G E CARS

2920
BAGGAGE CARS

6029, 6204,6448
NOT ES

Cars shown assigned to the Dayl ights were pool
cars used as needed on any of the Daylight or
Starlight trains.
* Articulated i n pairs.
* * These were corrugated·side cars that were reo
painted with wider orange stripes to match the
other Shasta Daylight equipment.

Paint the interior first (if you choose
to paint it) then, after it is dry, put a strip
of masking tape on the inside of the win
dows. It is easier to touch up the interior
if the tape pulls some of this paint up than
to have to repaint the exterior.
STE P 4

Paint the first color. I find it easier to
start with the red, then to apply the
orange, then the black, and finally the
stripes. Let the car dry for at least 24
hours before proceeding.

only on paper, however, as many cars were
not shopped for many years after this and
a few were actually repainted in the Day
light scheme by the shop crews subsequent
to 1958. The result was that a few cars,
notably the Chair-Baggages and Parlor·
Observations on the Coast Dayligh t, wore
Dayligh t colors well into the'60s. (It is
thought that, generally, cars were re
painted when they lost their corrugated
sides as part of a rebuilding program to
extend the lives of the cars. Some were
repainted without being rebuilt but none
were painted Dayligh t colors after re
building.)

Use a medium-stickiness masking tape
to mask the red (see fig. 1 ) . Pull the tape
taught but do not stretch it. Lay the edge
down. When you get it just where you
want it, press it down firmly . See that
there is no place for the paint to leak
under the tape; grabirons and other details
are likely culprits. Be sure to mask the
ends of the car too in case you get a little
sloppy with the overspray. Spray the
orange and let it dry. Repeat Step 4 for
the black.

Painting the Dayligh t

STEP 6

Many modelers are somewhat hesitant
to attempt painting the Dayligh t scheme
because of its many colors and stripes but
it is easier than it looks to get a very sat
isfactory finish if a little care is taken.
Here are a few tips we would like to pass
on.

Lay out two pieces of tape where each
of the stripes is to go (you may want to do
them one at a time) leaving a small, straight
gap between them. The stripes scale out
to be about 1 /64" wide (in HO) but mak·
ing them a bit oversize won't detract much
from the appearance of the model. Paint
the stripes. Peel the tape back at a sharp
angle immediately after painting to keep
the paint from bleeding under the tape.
BE CAREFUL .- there's nothing more
discouraging than pulling off a chip of red
paint just after putting the last stripe on!

STEP 5

DIN IN G CARS

1 0200·1 020 1

Relief

3·UNIT ART I C U LAT E D D ININ G CARS

1 0250·1 0252
1 0253·1 0255
1 0256·1 0258
1 0259·1 0261
1 0262·1 0264
1 0265·1 0267

San Joaquin Daylight
San Joaquin Daylight
Coast Dayl ight
Coast Daylight
Shasta Dayl ight
Shasta Daylight
TAVERN CARS

1 03 1 3
1 03 1 4· 1 03 1 5
1 03 16·1 03 1 7

Relief
San Joaquin Daylight
Coast Day I igh t

CO F F E E SHOP CARS

1 0400-1 0401

Starlight

H EAVYWE I G HT CARS
. BAGGAG E -MA I L CAR S

5070
52 1 7·52 1 8

Senator, Rel ief, Shasta
Dayl ight
San Joaquin Dav l iQht

STEP 1

Clean the car thoroughly. If it is a
metal car use laquer thinner. If it is
plastic, soak it in warm water and a mild
detergent. Any dirt or oil (including your
fingerprints) left on the surface may cause
the paint to chip off later.
STEP 2

STEP 7

After the paint has dried completely,
spray the entire car with a glossy finish.
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Apply decals. To represent the scheme as
it appeared from 1937 to 1946, Micro
Scale's RH-34 is about the closest among
decal sets currently on the market. Their
RH-107 has the correct color lettering for
the post-1947 scheme but the characters
are way too small for this. Spray the car
again with gloss. In addition to daily
washings, Dayligh t cars were waxed every
two weeks and the trucks were repainted
every ten days so a glossy weathering is
appropriate.
A note of thanks goes to Jeff Cauthen
for the prototype drawings and data he
supplied for the preparation of this article.

This is the "San Joaquin Dayligh t " herald that was applied to all coaches built in 1 94 1 for the "San Joaquin Dayligh t " as well as
the heavyweigh t head-end, dining, and lounge cars refurbished for that assignment.
Pullman Company photo from the collection of Jim Gerstley.
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RIO GRANDE
DIESEL
COLOR
SCHEMES
by
Gordon C. Bassett
The Denver & Rio Grande Western has
operated cab type diesels for thirty five
years and in that time has used a wide
variety of color schemes. This article is
an attempt to set down a brief chrono
logical outline of these designs along with
some variations.

Figure 1. Denver and Rio Grande Western FT No. 551A, March, 1 94 7. D&RG W
photo from the collection o f the Colorado Historical Society.

Figure 2. Denver and Rio Grande Western FT No. 549, July, 1 94 7.
photo from the collection o f the Colorado His torical Socie ty.

The first D&RGW road diesels were
EMD FT's numbered 540 through 5 5 1 ,
delivered between 1942 and 1944. They
were painted gloss black with golden
yellow striping (Figure 1). This photo
was taken in 1947 , probably at Salida,
Colorado. There are a few changes from
the original appearance, including the
number board on the cab roof, and the
addition of "A" to the unit number. The
'Rio Grande' on the nose, breaking the
narrow yellow stripe beside the headlight
is another change. The unit number on

D&RG W

the nose is yellow. A good color picture
of this design is found in the series of
EMD Diesel posters published by Kalm
bach in 1949 which shows the original
colors of various EMD units on many
railroads. This poster shows a tiny yellow
'D&RGW' at the rear of the unit, just
below the top narrow stripe. The entire
body , including the roof, was black, and
the handrails were stainless steel.
In 1946, the Rio Grande received
F3's numbered 552 through 554, equipped
for passenger service. These were still

painted black and golden yellow, but the
design featured much more yellow, in
cluding the pilot, nose, and cab roof.
Figure 2 shows FT number 549 repainted
in this manner. Another good photo of
this design appears in Rio Grande to the
Pacific, page 1 5 9 .
In this design, the
yellow extends from the nose onto the
cab roof, and back to a straight line
across the roof, even with the front of the
cab doors. The roof is black, but there is
now a narrow yellow stripe both above
and below the grills. The yellow 'D&RGW'
still appears at the rear, below the grill.
There are some interesting modifications
on the FT pictured. Large homemade
number boards replace the originals, and
note the unusual classification lights sal
vaged from the number boards mounted
higher on the nose. The cable running
down the windshield center post is appar
ently an antenna lead to the cab radio.
The Alco PA's, numbered 600 and 601,
arrived in 1947 , were painted in this
design.
Lyman Cox 'Vanishing Vista'
card JT 330 is an excellent view of No.
601 as it was delivered.
In May, 194 7 , the Rio Grande re
painted their Alcos solid silver, with
orange noses, to match the new Calif
ornia Zephyr (see Figure 3). The orange
covered the top of the nose back to the
windshield. This scheme lasted only a
few months, and the photos are rare, al
though Lyman Cox card JT 626 is a good
colored picture.
About 1950, a new design was adopt
ed, which has lasted, with some modifica
tion, to the present day (see Figure 4).
The Model Railroader Bluebook chart I-10,
published in September, 1958, issue, is an
excellent reference. The pilot and upper
body are "Rio Grande Gold" (orange in
actuality). The four stripes and the anti-
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Figure 3_ D&R G W A lco PA on the point of the "California Zephyr, May, 1 949.
D&R G W photo from the collection of the Colorado Historical Society.

climber ring are black. The roof, lower
body below the stripes, and fuel tanks,
are silver. Note that the silver does not
extend across the nose, but ends in an
arc on each side. The trucks here seem to
be black, but other photos show they
were silver on some units. The silver
roof started in a semi-circular shape on
the cab roof just ahead of the air horns.
The black border of this arc can be seen
meeting the sides just back of the cab
doors. Other good photos can be found
in Rio Grande to the Pacific, page 1 6 7 ,
and Lucius Beebe's R io Grande, pages
3 5 2-364. Lyman Cox card JT 3 38 is a
fine picture of PA 6003 in these colors.
This attractive scheme was adopted when
the Prospector, the overnight Denver Salt Lake City train was streamlined.
Prospector cars received the same colors,
giving the train a most striking appearance.
Rio Grande Gold is not the golden yellow
used earlier. The Model Railroader Blue
book sheet recommends a mix of 50-50
Floquil Reefer Yellow and Reefer Orange.
This was supposed to be based on inform
ation from EMD and DuPont, so it should
be quite close. There is wide variation in
photos seen today, but I think this is
more due to variations in time of day and
photo processing. Based on the color of
the lonely F9, 5 7 7 1 , today, I think I'd
add a bit more than half orange . The
older Golden Yellow seems to be close to
Armour Yellow, with perhaps a touch of
orange added.
This design lasted into the 1960's_
Beginning about 1961 it was simplified
by replacing the four black stripes with
one wide black one located in place of
the two bottom stripes (see Figure 5 ) .
Black replaced silver o n the roof a t this
time. The change-over took several years,
and photos taken between 1 9 6 1 and
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has weathered to a greyish hue. As a
sidelight, the smoothsided combine which
normally leads off the consist is painted
gold and silver to match the engines,
while the rest of the cars are all Budd
fluted stainless steel.
This is a brief outline of Rio Grande
color schemes over the years. The orig
inal research was in response to a reader
question, so to add detail, I will address
some of the specific questions. The first
concerns roof colors for the orange and
silver schemes. Generally, it appears that
the four stripers had silver roofs, while
the one stripers had black . In a few pic
tures, four stripers seem to have black
roofs, but I think this is only grime and
exhaust.
With the later, one stripe
pattern, I find no evidence of any silver
roofs. In checking the pattern for the
dividing line between orange and black
or silver on the cab roof, the only design
with silver is the semi-circular line, like
the Model Railroader Bluebook plan. The
dividing line varied on black roofs. Today,

Figure 4. The D&RG W w ith EMD and Alco power o n the "Prospector, " July, 1 952.
D&RG W pho to from the collection of the Colorado Historical Society.

1966 show mixed lash-ups. Today the
sole surviving F9 set, led by 5 7 7 1 , wears
this design as it takes the Rio Grande
Zephyr from Denver to Salt Lake City
and back three times a week. The photo
was taken when the eastbound Rio
Grande Zephyr paused in Glenwood
Springs, Colorado, in August of 1 9 7 3 _
On the A unit, the black roof starts at
a straight dividing line across the cab at
the rear of the cab doors; the cab roof is
orange (i.e. Rio Grande Gold). The roof

5 7 7 1 has a straight line across behind the
cab doors. However, an F7 in Tra ins,
November, 1965, has the rounded divi
sion a la silver roof, while another in
Trains, October, 1967, has the black ex
tending forward, almost to the wind
shield . An excellent color photo in The
Love of Trains, by Hand and Edmonson,
shows F7 5 5 5 1 with another variation.
The dividing line is a shallow arc from the
front of the grills across forward of the
air horns_ You pays your money and you
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Figure 5. R io Grande Zephyr at Glenwood Springs, Colorado, A ugust, 1 9 73.

takes your choice. Seriously, without a
particular photo to go by, I'd use the
pattern later in time, as I suspect econ
omy had much to do with it. The data
sheet from Micro-Scale's D&RGW diesel
set (87 -40) shows still another variation
which I could not varify but I do not
doubt it was actually used.
Turning to the original black and yel
low PA's, all diagrams show a straight
dividing line between yellow cab roof and
black to the rear, located just behind the
cab doors. But Lyman Cox cards JT 330
and JT 346 show something very odd; the
black extends forward to the windshield,
in a ragged pattern with traces of yellow
at the center and sides of the cab roof.
Yet a barely visible PA in the background
seems to have yellow on the cab roof. I
suspect the ragged pattern is actually
grime and exhaust. PA's smoked badly
during acceleration, and every overhead
shot I've ever seen shows a dirty roof. I
have a good shot of D&H units just out

of the shop; trucks, MU hoses, even the
front coupler are gleaming silver. yet the
roof is grimy behind the exhaust stack.
So I believe the Rio Grande units got very
dirty running as the third unit, and the
car washer brushes missed the cab roof
when lifted over the air horns. I'd paint
mine straight across and weather it
accordingly.
The toughest question to answer was:
what color are the carbody ends? I could
only find two pictures, both of orange
and silver units. There is a good end view
in the February, 1976, Railroad Modeler,
and a glimpse in the background of Lyman
Cox card JT 7 19 . Both show that the
ends are basically black, with the side
colors, including the stripes, being carried
around the corner and in about 9" to 12".
Photos of all color schemes show the side
colors going a bit around the corner, but I
believe they probably all ended about a
foot in, and the rest of the ends were
black.

Gordon C. Basse tt photo.

I did run across a minor variation on
some four·stripe units. Some PA's and
some F's had a black or dark grey anti
panel on the nose, a la Union Pacific
practice. Lyman Cox card J'l"l 19 shows a
PA with a grey panel, and Trains, October,
1966, had an F unit similarly painted.
This all goes to show that the Rio
Grande fan has almost an infinite
variety to model. If you look long enough,
you will find nearly everything. I have
only scratched the surface in an effort to
catalog the main designs. For the serious
fan, the Lyman Cox series of Rio Grande
photo cards are an invaluable reference.
The best one stop source of information
is in the February, 1976, issue of Railroad
Modeler. It contains at least one photo
of every style cab unit except the short
lived (1949) all silver PA. It also shows
nearly every type of hood unit, in various
colors.

Back issues of the "new" PM
are available $1.95 ppd
DJrnrnUrn U)1[fJa [DJrnrna[arn
Post �fice Box 343 Donvers, MA 01923
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PAIN TING
FRE IGH T
CARS

by Dick Hendrickson

The secret of making your Santa Fe rolling stock
as prototypical as the prototype -

An excellent example of a painted panel for the repaintzng of car
reporting marks and numbers; very common on the prototype.
Larry Occhiello photo.

as dirty, too !
Wh ile writing the editorial for this
issue the overall subject of color was in
my mind and I was prompted to go back
and reread the article that R. H. Hendrick
son wrote for the old San ta Fe Modelers
Association magazine High Iron on the
subject of color. The article was so in
teresting and informative that I though t I
migh t reprin t it in this issue to again
point out that the major concerns shown
for exact proto type color reproduction
is not as important as many seem to
think. - Editor.

"A question that keeps coming up in
Freight Car Committee correspondence is
what colors are correct for models of
various ATSF freight car types. Paul
Kimball has suggested that color formulas
for prototype paint schemes might be
printed in the High Iron, and this un
doubtedly would be helpful; we'll work
on it. However, the usefulness of such
formulas is, at best, limited, for realistic
freight car finishes are as much a product
of artistic licsense as of prototype accuracy .
To see why,
look at some basic pro
blems in painting freight car models, with
particular reference to Santa Fe equipment.
We are also used to saying that things
are blue or orange or brown that we us
ually overlook the basic principle of color
. objects do not have color, they reflect
it. Thus, a freight car, like anything else,
appears to be a certain color because the
paint applied to it reflects certain fre
quencies of the visible spectrum and ab
sorbs certain others.
And what
color we see when we look at an object
depends on what colors are present, and
in what proportion, in the light source
itself. This fact has a lot of bearing on
painting models realistically , for the sim
ple reason that prototype equipment is
almost always viewed in the sunlight
while models seldom are. As a result,
even a model finished with the same paint

-

-

_ .

Typical hopper weathering with repain ted da ta panels and general overall fading and
.
wear and tear on the car.
Larry Occh iello photo.

An ex treme in wea thering that migh t even look a little exaggerated on the model but
Larry Occhiello photo.
is none-the-Iess seen on the prototype.

used on the original would not appear to - but, because of its small size a model as
be exactly the same color when seen shiny as its prototype would appear
under the artificial light that aluminates unrealistic.
To complicate things still further,
our layouts and display cases. Further
more, its apparent color might vary quite prototype paint is far from consistent in
Paint from different suppliers
a bit according to how much light is pre color.
may vary quite a lot in shade and even
sent and what kind.
Another reason why prototype paint different batches from the same manu·
would not look right on a model (apart facturer may not be exactly alike. For
from the fact that it's too thick and example, I recently saw three freshly
gooey) is that it's gloss doesn't "scale painted ATSF covered hoppers standing
down." Real finishes have more or less side-by-side, one from Pullman, one from
gloss - fresh paint is generally quite shiny ACF, and one finished in the San Bernar-
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Weathering on top loaded cars tends to be more streaked than on other cars.

•

Cyril Durrenberger photo.
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A San ta Fe Tk-N model by Charlie Slater illustrates the markings on a tank car in company service. The end s tripe is only on half
the car on this side and on the half on the opposite end on the o ther side so that the stripe appears on the righ t side when viewing
William Messecar pho to.
the car from the ground. Ligh t weathering reflects a newly pain ted car.

dino Shops. All were supposed to be
"Mineral Brown" byt each one was notice
ably different in color!
Added to this is the fact that paint
begins to weather almost as soon as it
leaves the car shops, and freight cars
rapidly accumulate a coating of dust and
grime. Exactly how these factors affect
the appearance of a particular car depends
on car type and service, climate , cargo,
and other variables, but the influence of
dirt and weathering is more or less visible
on most freight equipment, and in ex
treme cases the original finish is almost
completely obscured.
What all this adds up to is that you can
search a typical freight yard from one end
to the other without finding two cars that
appear to be exactly the same color, even
though some of them may have been
finished at the same tilne with the same

paint. So in painting freight car models,
.
duplicating the prototype color exactly is
usually less important than creating a
convincing illusion.
What matters, in
short, is whether the model looks right as
it rolls down the track on your layout.
Producing a paint job that conveys the
visual impression of realism is a matter
partly of intuition and partly experience,
but there are some guidelines that might
help:
1.
Light your models as brightly as
possible with incandescent bulbs. Never
use florescent lights (unless they are the
more expensive "daylight" type ) , as they
sometimes have wierd effects on colors.
2.
Natural sunlight, being brighter
than even the best artificial light, tends to
JJlake colors appear lighter and more
"washed out." Therefor, models should
generally be painted in colors that are

slightly lighter than those of the proto
type.
3. Avoid shiny finishes. Satin or semi·
gloss finishes can be used on cars that are
intended to appear new. All others should
have a matte finish (like that produced by
overspraying with Testor's "Dullcoat").
4. Models should vary in color to sim·
ualate differences in original paint and
weathering, and, in fact, the effect of
realism is enhanced by exaggersting these
differences somewhat. Lighter colors can
be used on older equipment to represent
fading (for instance, reefer orange even
tually fades to a pallid yellow and even,
in some extreme cases, almost to white ) .
5 . Apart from "new" cars for t h e era
being modeled, plus a few older ones in
tended to appear recently repainted , all
freight car models should have ageing
and weathering effects applied which
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Severe weathering of this Ga-71 Class is generally caused by top loading commodities.
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Larry Occhiello photo.

Qu ite severe weathering on a model of a Bx-1 08 Class Appliance Box Car as modified fro m A thearn k its and parts by Bob Longo.
A few cars weathered to this high level will help "typicalize " the cars on a layout b u t they should be held to a minimum as should
John Lo ngo photo.
any new appearing paint jobs. Moderate weathering is the more normal.

correspond to their type and use.
6. When experimenting with finishes,
try using "dummy" cars - blocks of wood
or pieces of cardboard about the six and
shape of the model to be painted. By
painting these and placing them in the
same setting and lighting in which the
model will be viewed, you can get some
idea of how the colors will look and make
changes where necessary before painting
the model itself.
A G E N E R AL G U I D E TO
SANTA FE F R E I G HT CAR C O L O R S

Most ATSF box, stock, flat, gondola,
hopper, and covered hopper cars have
been, and continue to be, painted over
all (including trucks and underframes) in
a color the Santa Fe calls "Mineral Brown . "
Until several years ago, cabooses were
also Mineral Brown with light grey in-

teriors and dark green floors. Wood flat
car floors are creosoted and left unpainted.
Box car interior linings, when used, are
natural wood.
Some covered hopper cars are painted
light grey. Tank cars (except for some
assigned to Maintenence of Way service)
are black, and some have colored bands
around the dome and around one half
(opposite) of each end (the right end)
so that when viewing the car from the
ground it looked as though the stripe
went all the way around the car (for ex
ample, grey for diesel fuel loading). In
recent years, special equipped box cars,
auto rack cars, and rebuilt cabooses have
been painted Indian Red with black roofs,
underframes, and (on box cars) ends,
and with colorful lettering schemes in
black, white, and yellow.
Refrigerator cars were originally
Mineral Brown with orange sides and ends.

In 1940 , at the same time that the "name
train" slogans and maps were introduced,
black replaced Mineral Brown on reefers
and only the sides (not ends) were painted
orange .
On new or rebuilt reefers, such
side details as door hardware , tack boards,
ladders, and grabs used to be painted
black , but some or all of these details
were (and are) left orange on repainted
cars. Modern refrigerator cars are orange
overall, including rooves and ends,
with black trucks and underframes. Doors
on MTC cars are dark blue.
Standard colors supplied by such
model paint manufacturers as Floquil,
Scalecoat, Train Miniature, and Pactra are
usually close enough to these Santa Fe
colors to be used for most purposes with
out mixing. In the steam era, Mineral
Brown was apparently pretty close to
what modelers know as Tuscan Red.
More recently , it has often been a some-
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The battered sides and faded paint of this Ga-53 Class gondola is more typical of the level of weathering on the average fre igh t car.
Larry Occhiello photo.
This photo was taken in San D iego, California; the car was built in March, 1 94 1 .

This severely weathered car is in teresting in tha t the car was very probably weathered in revenue service but has since been re num
bered to Main tenance-of-Way service though it remains in mineral brown revenue colors and markings. The next time it sees a shop
the mineral brown will give way to M-W silver,
William Messecar photo.

what lighter shade, more like what is
called Box Car Red or Freight Car Red.
Indian Red is about the color commonly
labeled Caboose Red.
SOME T I PS OF AG E I N G AN D
W E ATH E R I N G

The ageing and weathering of models
is an art in itself and has often been dis
cussed at length in the model magazines.
Most recently, articles in the January and
March, 1972, issues of Railroad Modeler
provide a good introduction to the sub
ject and are illustrated with prototype
photos (including some ATSF cars) in
color. The following notes, then , are in
tended only to supplement the informa
tion already available.

"Period" modelers should remember
that freight equipment aged and weathered
faster in the steam era than it does today.
Finishes were less durable then, and were
prone to flake and peel from the wood
that was widely used in freight car con
struction.
Underframes and end sills
quickly became coated with oil from
waste-packed journal boxes, and most
cars had twin vertical stripes of grime at
the bottom of each end, above the wheel
treads, where wheels of adjacent cars
threw up oil and dirt. Above all, freight
cars in those days were constantly
bombarded with soot and cinders from
the head end.
As a result of these conditions, rolling
stock tended to be repainted fairly often
- about every five to seven years, on the

average, where today the life of a paint
job is typically ten years or so. These
figures varied in individual cases, however,
and still do. Cars extensively repaired or
reequipped for special service might be re
painted after only a couple of years,
while others sometimes escaped the spray
gun for twenty years and more. (In the
summer of 1970, I found an Rr-40 class
reefer with its original 1946 paint as well
as an Ft-G flat car in Maintenence of Way
service that had last been painted in 1 9 36 ! )
I n aging and weathering, a s in other
aspects of modeling, it's often the little
things that count; even though you don't
really see them, they contribute to the
overall effect of realism. For example,
most older cars have various data painted
over and relettered. Modifications, re-
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Another example of extreme weathering.
This Ga-1 1 0 Class covered hopper is reasonably typical of the heavy weathering found
on covered h oppers. Top loading almost always resulted in some spilling and the first time it rained the spillage ran down the sides
of the car. Only a very few of this one class car were ever painted grey with black lettering; the great majority were pain ted mineral
brown with white lettering.
Larry Occhiello photo.

weighing, brake valve tests, journal re
packing, assignment or reassignment to
special service, all are occasions for up
dating the stenciled data on the car. Such
changes are easily simulated on models
with patches of fresh paint and decals.
Another authentic touch is to clean a
little ageing away from the area immed
iately behind each ladder tread, where the
trainman's shoes scuff away the dirt. On
tank cars, fresh crude oil spills can be
Continued from page seven

easily run to several thousand dollars and
what do you have when they're corrected
but fidelity to a slide that probably isn't
even very close to begin with . The only
practical answer has to be one of accept
ing the work as the color separator gives
it to the printer without correction. Now
we have a fourth major variable involved
and the color exactness is another step
away from what the true colors should be
be for reliability.
The next step is the plate-making pro
cess for the printing plates. Here we in
troduce another major variable . If the
plate exposure is not timed just exactly
then it can easily be over-exposed and
the printing will be too light or it can be
under-exposed and the printing can be
too dark - and, remember, there are four
plates involved and any one of them can
cause a further variation in color fidelity
to the original ; our fifth variable.
Next comes the printing process and
that is a sixth variation. A printing press
has several different adjustment used to
control ink flow, plate pressure, etc. and
any one of them can have a major influ
ence on the final result. In any given
printing run the variation can, and usually
is, very wide. Too much red ink will give
a brighter red locomotive, too little and
the result is a purple locomotive; too

represented by gloss black paint and gaso
line or other clear liquids by a clear gloss
varnish. Flat car and mill gondola decks
can be littered by old blocking, cables,
steel strapping, paper protective wrap
ping, and the like. In the days of wood
sheathed box and refrigerator cars,
damaged sections of side sheathing were
sometimes replaced with freshly painted
wood while the rest of the car remained
grimy, and, this too, is an easily modeled

detail.
Hopefully , the foregoing suggestions
will stimulate your imagination. For a
wealth of other ideas, visit your nearest
freight yard and look for details you can
include when finishing your models that
will make them look well used, for hard
service and little care are the lot of most
freight cars.

much yellow is a orange loco while too
little will make it more lavender; too
much blue makes it purple while too
little will make the red brighter and may
be lean it over to the orange side; too
much black will grey it and darken it, too
little will lighten it and make the other
colors brighter, and the shadow areas will
be muddy; and on and on. This is true
of both the ink adjustments, the plate/
blanket and blanket/paper adjustments
and on and on. I realize that much of the
wording here is gobble-de-gook to those
not particularly interested in printing but
it does point up, and quite well, that
there are a multitude of opportunities for
color variations to creep in and when you
consider that all these steps are much
more an art than a science then it is easy
to see that the final result is going to be
a long, long, long way from what the
locomotive (or any other subject) appears
like in real life. It also points up that any
color print is totally unreliable for any
thing much more than to illustrate color
separation areas.
Conclusion? Never, never, never, use
a printed color reproduction to authen
ticate the true color for anything. And
if it can't be used for that then it really
isn't of much value in the first place.
As I indicated way back in the beginning
of this editorial, it has major value as a

promotional gimmick to get an individual
to pick up the book/magazine off the
hobby shop shelf but that is about its
limit. Anything else may look pretty,
cost a lot, and add to the final cost of
the book or magazine, but it really does
n 't serve a particular purpose.
As a final evaluation , let's look at just
what the cost does mean to the final
product. Our magazine is an excellent
example; the cost of the cover is equal to
sixteen pages in the magazine itself. If
we were to have a black and white cover
we could print 84 pages instead of our
present 6 8 . The only problem here is
that if we did go to a black and white
cover our sales would fall of to a point of
where we would have to cut back to 68
pages or even less so that would be self
defeating. On the other hand, when it
comes time to expand our magazine it is
certainly going to be toward more pages
rather than to full-color. Our big hope
has to be that the "new" batch of pub
lishers that seem to be cropping up will
decide to opt for more pages to make a
better book, or color on the cover only
to keep costs more reasonable. I per
sonally object to paying a lot of extra
money for something that, pretty as it
m,y b,. i, b"",lIy
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Ga-55 Class 65 ' m ill gondola was built for the Santa Fe in 1 941 in the 1 70926- 1 709 74 series by General Ame rican Transport.
Larry Occhiello photo.
Though a reasonable rece n t pho to (exact date unknown) it is in excellen t condition.

MODERN fREIGHT CARS by Burr Henion

Howell Day (Red Ball) used t o offer a
kit (K-39) for a 6 5 ' mill type gondola
(CNJ) which can be easily modified to a
good example of a Santa Fe Ga-5 5 or
similar class car.
The kit is of the craftsman type; it is
well designed and allows for much varia
tion. Red Ball also had available the drop
type ends (B-169 and B-170). If you build
the fixed end type, then the standard ends
supplied in kit K-39 may be used.
The Santa Fe has several series of solid
bottom drop-end gondola cars. I picked
the Ga-55 because photos and plans were
available (p. 174, 1949-5 1 edition of the
Car Builders Cyclopedia, and in the now
out of print Santa Fe Car and Locomo tive
Plans). Vary the construction of the kit
like this:
1 . File drop-ends to follow the Santa Fe
Ga-55 flared contour before cementing
to the wood body.
2. Place the truck bearing plate (bolsters)

so that the trucks will be spaced about 57'
between centers (this dimension is longer
than the kit suggests).
3. Cut the sides to match the bottom con
tour of the Santa Fe car, not the Red Ball
CNJ car. Santa Fe cars have a more gentle
slope to the bottom edge.
4. Before cementing foil sides, pre-space
the cast vertical side ribs to match the
Santa Fe prototype (19 per side instead
of as indicated by the voids in the emboss
ed rivet detail) . Flatten any rivets where
these ribs will be repositioned so the ribs
will cement flat to the sides. You may
wish to emboss additional rivet detail
where needed but this detail doesn't show
too much on the finished car.
5. Cut, file, and add the 19 side ribs to
each side. I estimated 3' centers except
the end spaces. Add a tack board to the
center of each side. Use ladder stock
(4 rungs) at each right end of the sides
and two grab irons at the left ends; no

ladders or grab irons are used on the drop
ends.
6. Mount the brake wheel sideways and
beyond the car side as shown in the draw
ings referenced above. A short platform
mounts across the end from the brake
wheel side to the coupler pocket. Orig
inally this car used National Type B trucks,
but AAR (mis-labeled Bettendorf by many
modelers) should be substituted for later
years. I painted my model a dirty tuscan
red and weathered it.
The cross-in-a
circle or rectangular reflectors will appear
on cars shopped since 1964 or so. Add
ACI decals if you model prototypes of
1970 and later.
7. Coupler pocket at the brake wheel (B)
end of the car will extend approximately
12" to clear the outrigged brake wheel.
If this car will operate on tight curves
(less than 30" radius in HO) be sure the
brake wheel is on the outside of the curve
so it doesn't "foul" the next car.

This is an excellent example of the work that can be done scra tch building in N scale. This Ge-55 Class was built by R ick De trickson and
would be pre tty hard to beat in some of the larger scales; a fine model.
Tom Bax ter photo.
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An example of the So u thern Pacific 's covered hoppers that can be quickly kit-bashed from a Roundhouse kit. Makes an excellent
Tom Cobb pho to.
addition to any model road with a minimum of time and a maximum in authen ticity.

Cotton Be lt
C overed Hopper
by Tom Cobb
Recent articles o n the Western Pacific
and Southern Pacific 37' covered hoppers
prompted the following information.
The Roundhouse 37' covered hopper
kit has intrigued me for some time; it
comes close to representing a number of
prototype cars. The Cotton Belt has a
similar car in series 7 7 100 - 7 7 199 with
an outside length of 37 '-9" and a 2003
cubic foot capacity. According to the
October, 1976, Railway Equipment Regis
ter, there are 91 cars in service . The

Southern Pacific has 407 similar cars in
service numbered 401 100 - 401549, class
H-70-18, built in 1958.
Cotton Belt, Southern Pacific, and
Western Pacific cars have side posts in
place of the verticle channels found on
the sides of the Roundhouse kit. Removal
of the channels and substitution of side
posts should be a simple task. Placement
of the two pairs of round roof hatches in
the center appear to be correct for the
model; one should note, however, that

the other two pairs are not in the correct
location. They need to be moved closer
to the car ends. Minor additions could
consist of vibrator fittings on the side of
each hopper outlet, brake pipe ( ,025"
brass wire) along the side sill on the right
hand side only , and roping staples located
above each truck and attached to the side
sills. The SSW and SP prototypes are
painted light gray; the SSW car has the
traditional Cotton Belt herald affixed to
the sides.
Note that both SSW and SP cars are
equipped with roller bearing trucks. The
new Frederick Manufacturing HO scale
version of the 70-ton American Steel
Foundries roller bearing truck would be
a fine addition to this car kit. These trucks
are easy to assemble and include the extra
feature of having bearing caps which ro
tate with the axle.
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The load carried by any true "Schnabe l " car is a ttached to each end of the car by a
pinning arrangemen t at the botto m of the load. The ligh t toned o bjects under the
load are adap ters to permit the load to be attached to the car. In this manner, the load
becomes part of the car structure. If a given load cannot withstand the stresses im
posed by becoming part of the car s tructure to carry its own weigh t, then additional
structure must be built to carry the necessary loads. Such s tructure, or the load itself,
must be able to carry large tensile loads a t the bo ttom of the load and large compres
sive loads at the top.

SCHNABEL V
Photos by
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VECX 102
Tom Balzen
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Model by Darwin Stege r
WECX 102, owned by the Westing
house Electric Corporation, is one of two
giant cars designed to carry huge loads of
up to 1 ,200,000 pounds (a fully loaded
UP 4000 class 4-8-8-4 in working order

weighed in at about 1 ,1 9 8 ,000 pounds)_
Such loads are almost invariably connected
with equipment for large power plants in
the form of generators or nuclear vessels_
In building this car, Darwin Steger of
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The massiveness and detail of the model can be seen in this down view of the car. Each end of the car is essen tially the same and
carries a comple te se t of braking equipment. A brake pipe or hose is routed through, around, or below (in this case) the load just
as if each end of the car were a separa te car.

The loaded "Schnabel " s tretches 24 1/8 inches in length and 2 3/4 inches h igh to the top of the load.
poses no operational problem if there is adequate clearance, particularly on the inside of the curve.
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The l ght
i
(unloaded) model is only 1 8 5/8 inches long. The prototype, when traveling in this manner, weighs only 5 1 6,000 pounds.
By way of comparison, the A TSF 2900 Class 4-8-4 's (without the tender) weighed in at 5 1 0, 700 pounds in work ing order and they
were the heaviest 4-8-4 's built in North America.

Austin, Texas, had two photos from
Trains magazine and the small line draw
ing supplied with the Miller decals to
work with. As might be expected, not
many commercial parts were available to
help other than trucks, couplers, and
brake gear. For the most part , the HO
gauge car is constructed of sheet styrene

and a plastic deodorant can.
The completed car with its load, while
very massive and long, operates quite well
given adequate clearance on curves and
through bridges and other close structures.
As on the prototype, the many wheels
distribute the weight well and the car
moves smoothly over even rough track.

The accompanying photographs are
static photos as no photo does justice to
the sight of seeing the car being towed
down the track by a diesel and a trailing
caboose, both being completely dominated
by the huge Schnabel.
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The boxes on the end platforms con tain pumps and con trols to operate large hydraulic
cylinders which can be used to raise or sh ift the load sideways to help clear lineside ob
s tructions. Even with this capab ility rou ting must be carefully planned and many items
such as signals, poles, buildings, and bridges either removed, mo ved back, or replaced in
order to allow passage of the load.

--..

The two halves are joined toge ther for ligh t moves by the same pinning arrangement
which a ttaches the load to the car. On the model it is about a 2 minute job to install
and remove the load.
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Southern Pacific Truss Rod
Old Time Box Car - Camino Scale
Models Kit No. 80

I must confess that this project started
out as a simple kit review but it became
in reality an exercise in adding detail and
making some changes to the model to
make it more closely appear as a turn of
the century Espee car might have looked
after twenty-five or thirty years of ser
vice. With that statement down on paper
let me go into a bit more detail as con
cerns the design of this particular car. As

photos in the Dunscomb collection, I
determined that these three were perhaps
the closest to the Camino kit in overall
size and design. Note if you will the dif
ferent type of roofs used in those days as

Camino So u thern Pacific old time box car built by Gordon Y. Mills.

I have been told by Camino it does not
follow any Espee car exactly. It is how
ever, a car that very likely could have
existed in its last days on the road, having
been modernized to some degree for cer
tain usage, and to appease the I.C.C. and
other regulatory bodies that dictate safe
ty and construction standards. It stands
to reason then that this kit offers quite a
bit for the modeler who is interested in
variety and is willing to make the neces
sary changes in order to come up with the
car(s) that his HO layout needs. Consider
for example the box car cabooses and
maintenance of way cars that were in
some cases built from cars very much like
this one, and realize that some were no
doubt in "on line" service until 1935,
perhaps even later. It might be worth
while to back date one of these kits to
represent this type of car more or less as
built new around 1901 or so. For anyone
who would be interested in going this
route I have included three photos of
similar cars taken in earlier days. Having
been able to examine some of the box car

well as the lack of certain grabirons and
steps that we take for granted on all
cars. The doors are especially interesting
since they seem to be some form of plug
affair; and we thought that was a new
idea! I have no information on these old
cars that well help you, so you fellows are
on your own from here on out. Happy
back dating, gentlemen; let us see the re
sults in these pages. Now let's get into
the review and let me talk about my own
model and how I changed it, and my
opinion of the kit.
This is the first car kit ever offered by
Camino, and as such you will find for the
most part that their high standards of
quality have been adhered to as concerns
the wood parts. I ran into one minor dis
crepancy about which I'll speak later on;
the other problems that I encountered
were partly because of a wood staining
experiment that I tried, plus the fact that
in several instances I did not follow the
assembly sequences and procedures as out
lined in the kit instructions. I also lack
expertise in model building, which prob-

Gordon

Y. Mil l s

ably doesn't help. Not to make excuses
for this I must explain that while I have
been in model railroading since 1939, I

Duane Lee tzow photo.

have spent a great deal of my time in re
searching and railfanning while my work
bench has gathered dust. In other words,
I haven't done much building considering
all those years in the hobby.
This kit is built up in the same manner
as any wood craft type kit ever offered to
the modeler. The roof, floor, end blocks,
sides, end overlays and all strip wood is
nicely milled basswood . I decided to
stain these pieces with Weather-It, but I
should have confined it to only those sur
faces that would be seen when the doors
are open because I found some thinning
down necessary here and there due to
swelling, although this was primarily in
the door and door track areas. I suggest
that if you plan to scribe the top and bot
tom of the floor that you do so after
staining, otherwise the lines will disap
pear to a certain extent. I feel that Ca
mino should scribe the floor piece since
not everyone will be able to do a com
pletely satisfactory job, yet the appear
ance will be improved by this added
touch .
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I taped the floor to a drafting board
and with a T-square and an inexpensive
draftsmans ruling pen I scribed lines four
scale inches apart, on both sides, and go
ing from side to side_ (If you try this,
don't scribe lengthwise.) The idea behind
the ruling pen method is to let one nib
trail in a previously scribed line each time
the T-square is advanced down the work
piece, the pen having been adjusted to the
desired width before starting the opera
tion.
Before you get too far into this kit,
check the basic body parts for squareness,
consistancy of width and thickness, and
length. I had to do some dressing with
sandpaper, and after all is said and done,
I didn't come out perfectly true in a

easy work of dressing the ribs to the
eaves. I only knocked one loose, so ap
parently enough cement was used! In
cidentally, I used Ambroid for all wood
to-wood joints on the car. The instruc
tions tell you to cut end walk supports
from 6" x 6" stock, but to me the walks
will be much too high in relation to the
roof walk. I chose to use a piece of 3" x
3" strip wood instead, and I had plenty
since I did not use it for its intended pur
pose-to fill in any roughness along the
sides under the eaves. I found the end
walk pieces none too large to begin with,
and after evening them up they were
smaller, of course, so I had to center
them from the roof walk to the eaves
(split the difference, as they say) with the

Southern Pacific No. 81 894 similar to this model.

couple of places on the ends, although
the discrepancies are not too apparent un
less one looks closely. The biggest pro
blem that I encountered was in the roof.
I found that the rabbeted edge on one side
had quite a taper which I had to "ease"
with a finger nail board. Even so it isn't
perfect and caused me a bit of trouble
when applying the end posts. I have seen
several of these kits that had no such prob
lem, so in all fairness I must say that this
one somehow just got by.
I recommend that the roof battens
(ribs, if you wish) be applied before the
roof is glued to the end blocks. It's so
much easier to lay out their positions on
a flat surface where one can support his
arms. I know because I did it the other
way, and while I came out okay, I won't
repeat that procedure. I didn't particu
larly care for the idea of "breaking" the
ribs down over the roof peak, preferring
instead to make each one in two pieces,
butted at the peak. I found once again
that a finger nail board does a fine job
when it comes to model work; it made

result that our little brakeman is going to
have quite a reach from the topmost grab
iron to the roof and may also get a foot
caught in trying for the roof walk itself.
A little extra length and width in the end
walk material would be most welcome, to
allow for trimming, etc.
I did not file the eleven inside roof ribs
flat as step No. 6 tells us to do. As an al
ternative to that I rubber-cemented the
roof walk supports to a piece of balsa
wood, carefully lining them up in a row,
and proceeded to file a V-notch in them
to allow their placement on the rib peaks
in prototype fashion. I still had to dress
them down a bit after that to permit the
roof walk to come in contact with the
end ribs, however, While you are working
on the roof why not consider thinning
the walk down to a scale two inches in
thickness. You will improve its appear
ance quite a bit. Then to add more detail
cement a small piece of 3" x 3" stock
across the walk at each end to represent
the cleats to which are fastened the roof
walk end supports. The last touch for
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the walk is to cross-scribe it about every
five feet directly in the center of the ribs
to indicate the individual boards of which
it is formed, and then with a tiny blunt
ended tool lightly impress the "screws"
that fasten the walk to each rib and the
end cleats. Two impressions across each
individual board are sufficient.
Turning now to the underframe, if you
will place the longitudinal members as in
dicated on the drawing you will come out
just right spacing-wise to allow the use of
Kadee MKD- l l couplers if the upper por
tion of the draft gear box is narrowed a
small amount of each side. For full size
couplers you will find it necessary to re
move portions of the two centermost
members before the draft gear boxes can

From the collection of Guy Dunscomb.

be installed, so choose your coupler pref
erence at this time. The body bolsters
and needle beam/queen post castings are
of soft metal and should be dressed and
squared up by rubbing them on a small
piece of sandpaper. Be sure that the truck
screw holes in the bolsters are centered in
relation to the length and width of these
castings or your trucks will not be mount
ed accurately since there is a tendency to
fasten these pieces down by using their
outer dimensions as a guide_ I had to fill
the hole in one and re-drill it in a new
position, this being accomplished by the
use of an epoxy product called J-B Weld.
This epoxy is available at various hard
ware stores and auto parts houses, and
while it is especially formulated for join
ing metal, I found it very satisfactory and
wound up by fastening the bolsters and
needle beam/queen posts with it. Check
your coupler height before mounting the
bolsters; I came out at a perfect 34" above
the rails using a pair of Cliff Line five foot
arch bar trucks, and with nothing more
than superficial dressing of the bolsters.
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Southern Pacific No. 8 1 0 1 2 box from the same series as No. 81 894.

Other trucks may require raising or low
ering and now is the time to find that out,
not later!
The needle beams are not quite wide
enough as they only extend out as far as
the outermost longitudinal members,
whereas you will find them in contact
with the sides on real cars, and in many
cases they will be flush with the outer
sheathing. I would like to see this casting
corrected as the appearance will be im
proved to a great degree. In lieu of that,
however, if you will take some of the 6 "
x 6" strip wood and cut i t to 3" x 6 " it
will do a fairly decent job when butted
up to the needle beams by cementing it
to the lower edge of the sides after they
have been mounted and squared up. Just
be sure that the pieces are installed so the
3" dimension is the depth rather than the
width or they will not look right.
When you thread the nylon cord
through the holes in the floor do so before
you cement the roof on or you will have
a tough time tying off the free end. I was
nearly ready to pull the roof off the end
blocks. but the day was saved when I de
cided to try some Loctite Super Glue-3
which is a form of ACC. As most of us
know ACC glues are not generally made
for use on wood, but this product worked
beautifully to fasten the free end of the
truss rod cord and got me out of a bind.
Don't forget to thread the Grandt Line
tum buckles onto the nylon cord, finally
centering them under the car between the
queen posts. A tiny bit of ACC will secure
them after the cord has been lifted over
the queen posts.
The fine Cal-Scale plastic "K" type
brake gear should be installed before go
ing any farther, but whether you add the

brake piping and rodding will be your
own choice. It is a bit tedious and time
consuming, but will improve the overall
appearance of the model. I chose to put
it on mine. I used some soft copper wire
for the main brake pipe and selected a
piece which was the same diameter as
the plastic dust collector pipe which joins
it. I placed my train line against the floor
and dropped it down to clear the longi
tudinal members where it crosses from
one side to the other. According to what
I have read about prototype practices, it
would probably be more accurate to
mount the pipe along the lower edge of
these full length members, and also it is
not necessary to have the "cross-over" at
the middle of the car. Quite often it was
between a truck bolster and a needle
beam, so suit yourself on this. I used very
small amounts of Super Glue-3 to hold
this train line and the smaller retainer
pipe to the floor rather than trying to
fashion the straps, for while they could
be seen, being able to handle them might
prove a real challenge. I picked a piece of
steel wire for the retainer pipe and made
it in two sections; the portion under the
floor is separate from that on the brake
wheel end of the car as the end sill hides
the joint. Some of the steel wire was used
for the brake lever hangers after being
heated in a gas flame to enable me to
bend it into V-shaped pieces which were
ACC'ed to the sides of the full length
members. More of the same wire was
used for the brake rodding by simply
bending the ends at 90 degrees to allow
them to drop into the holes in the levers.
If anyone wants to make his own clevis
ends for these rods I wish him luck. I
don't think I am going to try it! The

Pho tographer unknown.

rods that extend to the truck are merely
ACC'ed to the body bolsters, and all of
the brake parts under the car are fastened
by the same method. Be sure that you
mount the cylinder as close to the center
line of the car as possible_ I failed to do
that and suffered when it came time to
add the brake staff, retainer and pipe,
and the grabirons as the photo shows.
We'll talk about that situation a bit later
on, however.
Before you cement the scribed end
overlays I heartily recommend that you
drill the holes for the grabirons, for again
you will be able to support your arms and
do a better job than I did. I "juggled"
the grabiron positions slightly in order to
bring the top one down off of the roof
piece because I feel that it looks better
that way. Not having a 0 to 1 inch micro
meter, I have no way of knowing what
diameter wire is used for these grabs, but
I found that the No. 75 holes called for
are quite a bit to large which leaves the
grabs a might sloppy, although when
secured by Ambroid cement they came
out just fine. Incidentally these grabirons
are of the drop type and are nicely formed
of small wire for a light realistic appear
ance. I found it necessary to "tweak" a
few of them, though before they would
fit correctly.
When you mount the end sills make
sure that they are even with the longitud
inal members at the bottom. The comer
posts should be cut to match as well,
and while on that subject, I will say that
I am not at all enamored with them and
would suggest that they be eliminated in
the future, because the side and end
sheathing material can be brought together
without them just as well.
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Southern Pacific plug door fru it box No. 369 1 4 of similar design.

I added four Kemtron No. 574 NBW
plastic moldings to each end sill to repre
sent the ends of the truss rods, and feel
that they should be included in the kit
as the sills look rather barren without
them. Ambroid will secure them ade
quately.
As you can see I ran the retainer pipe
up the end of the car without crossing it
over as is the usual practice , this being
the result of placing the brake cylinder
too far from the center line of the car.
Had I crossed it over, it would have en
croached upon the grabiron area. If you
run into this problem don't be too con
cerned as some cars were built in this
manner.
I decided to solder the brake wheel on
to the staff, so I forced the brass staff
wire down into a block of scrap balsa
wood with just enough projecting to allow
the wheel to sit on it while a touch 01
Kemtron Solder Paint and a few seconds
with an iron made things permanent.
I bent up a pair of brake release rods
from extra brake staff wire and placed a
couple of Kemtron No. 6 5 7 eyebolts
over them. Shoving the eyebolt stems in
to a balsa block and lining up the whole
works, a dab of Solder Paint and the iron,
and they were finished. Mounting to the
car ends was accomplished by a bit of ce
ment on the stems into pre-drilled holes.
Before you cement the sides to the
body, I suggest that some weigh t be added
to the car. I cut up some linotype slugs
and Goo'ed them together, finally ACC'
ing a stack to the floor between the needle
beam and body bolster at each end. They
are visible only if you are looking for them
when the doors are open. Total weight of
the car is right at four ounces.

Even if you choose not to put the brake
piping and rodding on your model, be sure
that the brake staff lines up with the cyl
inder underneath the floor. Many models
have been spoiled by not being careful
with this detail. I am pleased that most
of the craft-type car kits including this
one contain the Cal-Scale brake gear be
cause it is without peer in today's model
ing world. I do not care for the overly
thick looking brake platform supports,
however, and removed them, preferring
to add instead some that I cut from the
copper strip that is found in some auto
ignition point sets. While I was cutting
these pieces of copper, I made enough
extras for use at the ends of the roof walk.
Now then, I can say that these tiny bits
of metal only look so-so on my car for
they are not the easiest things to handle,
but I think that they at least approach the
prototype supports dimensionwise, being
about two inches in width. I didn't at
tempt to impress bolt head detail into
them although it certainly could be done.
I mounted these supports with ACC.
You will note that I have added fascia
detail to the car ends. I think that this is
an important part of these old cars and
some material should be included in the
kit from which to make it up. I used some
pieces of 6" x 9" index card stock, but
thin styrene sheet would work as well. By
using the roof one can trace the shape
with two lines spaced three inches apart,
or the same dimension as the roof over
hang on the sides, and since the card stock
is 1/32" thick, the fascias line right up
with the overhang called for on the end
most roof ribs. The final result I feel is
much like you can see in the prototype
photos.

Pho tographer unknown.

When you get to the sides, I can again
suggest that you drill the grab iron holes
before mounting. Notice that I have lined
up those on the sides with those on the
ends because I think that this practice is
more common. You will have to cut the
right hand "leg" of each grab used on the
right of the door and the left "leg" of the
single grab to the left of the door in order
to accomplish this because they will hit
the end grabs otherwise. Note here that I
have chosen to use a single grab on the
sides to the left of the door since the
double grab that we see today is a feature
that dates back to the early thirties, but
they probably would have been added to
cars of this type that were to remain in
interchange service had they not been
original iy equipped. One outcome of all
this is that I had an extra grab to use at
the opposite end of the car sides, thus
giving me a total of six here while the ends
have five. I like the result personally and
could envision the plans of the car being
revised in this area of detail.
Although in some cases I found the
amount of wood parts supplied with the
kit to be more than generous, I would sug
gest that the builder be cautious when it
comes time to trim or otherwise reduce
the siding material in length of height or
you may wind up without enough to cover
the body. Due to the discrepancies men
tioned earlier, in the corner post and end
block areas, I found it necessary to mark
the sides of the end blocks "A" and "B"
on one side and "c" and "D" on the other,
while corresponding letters were placed
on the back of the sheathing at the edges
that would be in contact with the end
blocks. I had no trouble at all in dressing
the lower edges of the side sheathing until
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Camino old time box car built by Gordon Y. Mills in HO.

they matched the lower edges of the end
sills or the corner posts thanks to those
useful fingernail boards once again. Most
of this work involves care and constant
checking on your progress, while trying
not to rush and beat everyone else on the
block with a finished model !
I decided to eliminate the Z-section
strip at the left of the door opening, pre
ferring instead to use 1 /32" long bits of
the 3" x 3" material in both the top and
bottom door track slots for the stops. I
used a door stop in the bottom track only,
to prevent the door from falling out when
open.Since these stops are very small, I
recommend that you work from a large
piece of this material, cementing it in
place first, then turn the track slot side
down and cut the strip close to the end
and finish-file it flush. I had to thin
down my doors on sandpaper before they
would slide properly as they had become
slightly swollen from the wood stain,
but having done this they operate very
well indeed. When you cement the door
battens in place you will find it easier to
let them extend over the edges first, after
which they can be filed flush, the end re
sult being highly satisfactory .
Going back to the roof for a moment,
let's make a pair of grabs for the end
walks and fasten them in place. I used
the last remaining portion of brake staff
wire for them and bent it to form an "L"
which measures one foot four inches in
both length and width. The width will
be dependant upon the spacing of the end
walk support strips, while the length will
be determined by how much wire one has
left to work with at this point, plus the
amount needed for insertion into the holes

Pho to by Duane Leetzow.

in the walk; about 1/8" or so. I had to This system was developed by the Slim
settle on the above dimensions with no Gauge Guild of Pasadena, Cal. for their
alternative . At the corner of the "L" you HOn3 equipment and as I recall, was very
should solder another vertical piece of the successful on a switching module that
wire for an extra support. The balsa block they built.
will come in handy once more for this
I am not set up for air brushing at
job. When installed on the car these grabs this time, and since it is not always con
should be about two inches above the end venient to use the facilities of one's rail
walks. Try to keep these grabs parallel road buddies, I had to resort to a brush
with the end walks by all means and don't paint job which turned out fairly good I
mount them so close to the lower edge of believe. If you are hand brushing your
the walks that the legs are visible where model, be sure that you cover the styrene
they pass through the walks and into the plastic parts with a protective coating or
roof. I made that mistake, but have to the fine details may nearly disappear as
say that it isn't too obvious unless some the paint attacks them-that is unless you
one is nit-picking. If you want to add are going to paint with an oil base mater
NBW castings to give the appearance of ial. I used Floquil's Barrier and applied
these grabs being bolted to the end walks, it with a No. 0000 Grumbacher red scale
be my guest. I didn't, but I may do so brush to all of these parts. The coupler
later on if I get some very, very small draft gear boxes are molded of Delrin
ones, although the lack of them detracts which is another animal entirely, so they
only in an extremely small way at best. need not be considered in this operation,
Just before completing the painting of and in fact you may hinder proper coupler
the car, I installed a pair of Cal-Scale No. action if the inside of the boxes are sub
276 plastic air hose assemblies to the end jected to any finish at all. Hopefully you
sills and the longitudinal members in such have been painting certain areas of the car
a way that I was able to connect the train body during the various assembly stages
line pipe to them. While I like the added because it is going to make the final finish
touch of detail, I think that they should ing much easier. When you get to the
be an option on the part of the modeler turnbuckles try not to get paint in the
because they are going to be extremely openings where the nylon line passes
vulnerable and will become broken or through or they will most certainly be
lost on most layouts in a very short time. spoiled since the clear line at that point
I realize that to a certain degree the un will normally not be visible; they will
coupling pins on the Kadee coupler are come out looking very realistic . Incident
made to look like air hoses, and they do ally I decided to use Floquil No. RR 25
the job that they were designed for, yet Tuscan Red on my model and I chose to
I cannot force myself to accept their over paint the piping, ironwork and trucks and
all appearance, so I am going to try the underframe with it as well as the body be
hidden pin system as described in the cause I feel that is a more commonly used
Nov. 1969 issue of the Model Railroader. color scheme. Black is generally used

.
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when the body is also done in that color.
Two other details were added to my
car after I had begun to paint it, but they
could have been put on before just as
well. The brass steps are one of them,
and you will notice that I reworked them
somewhat to more closely approach those
shown in the prototype photos, though
they are nicely formed as found in the
kit. I carefully heated them in a gas flame
before rebending them to prevent break
age. They are now one foot wide at the
bottom, widening out to one foot-three
inches at the car sides, while the depth is
a nice eight inches. This left me with a
three inch tab on each leg with which to
mount them with cement to the lower
edge of the sides. I didn't impress bolt
heads into the tabs. The other detail
that I think should be included in the kit
is the comer straps which were a part of
most of these old wood cars. I bent these
from some of the ignition point copper
strip, making them four inches wide and
nine inches in length on both the sides
and ends. The Dunscomb photos show
two bolts per side and end, but I chose
to impress only one instead, this giving
me an opportunity to try out my Pre
cision Mfg. Co. rivet maker for the first
time. If you add this detail, I suggest that
you make your bolt heads with the . 0 1 5
punch and die set, the .010 being almost
too small to see! Next time I try this I
will form these bolt heads before the
copper is cut into strips which should
be a better guarantee of accurately plac
ing them, but at that they look fairly
decent I think. As with the steps, a bit
of Ambroid should be sufficient to keep
these straps in place on the car body,
there being little or no strain on them.
As an alternative to using thin metal for
this detail, one could make presentable
corner straps from bits of writing paper
or probably even sheet styrene. Take
your choice and use the material that's
handy or suits your ability.
The Herald King decals go on the car
very easily, and take but little time to
fasten. While no instructions are given
for their application, the method is the
same as for any other type or brand of
decal, so I'll not elaborate on it. Be sure
to use plenty of decal setting fluid for
the best results, and cut as close to the
edges as possible in order to eliminate all
but the most essential portions of film.

For the record, I used some Micro-Set
setting fluid on my model. It wouldn't
hurt if the drawings included some in
formation on the placement of the let
tering, but a good idea can be gotten from
the small drawing of the car on the box
top. I have two minor points to bring up
concerning the decals. First of all, there
should be some extra numbers at the
bottom of the decal sheet should one
want to build more than a single car kit,
and secondly, the lack of end numbers
and reporting marks is noticeable on the
finished model. I feel that they should
be added to future kit production. If
you cannot wait for that, however, I sug
gest that some decals from an outside
source be obtained for this detail. I am
planning to use some Union Line dry
transfers on my car in the near future.
Incidentally, don't forget to scribe
through the decal film to help give the
appearance of stencilled on lettering,
the effect being most realistic.
When you spray on the clear flat finish
get back far enough from the car or you
may get it too wet. I did this and while
it looks okay from a distance a closer
view reveals a dampish countenance plus
a darker-than-original tuscan red on the
treated parts! I used some Pactra Clear
Flat from a can for this operation, and
due to the lack of spray control, I suggest
a minimum distance of around eighteen
inches be maintained rather than the rec
ommended eight to ten inches. All this
is not to cast any brick bats at the Pactra
product, I might add. It did a fine job
overall.
The final touch is to screw on the
trucks that you have chosen and attach
the couplers to the body; your Southern
Pacific boxcar is ready to roll ! Earlier I
spoke of the Cliff Line five foot wheel
base trucks that I decided to use. The
key words here are "five foot wheelbase"
rather than the brand, the majority being
of this dimension. A five foot, six inch
truck is simply too large for a car of this
vintage or design, so stay away from them
if you will. Note if you will in passing
that the photo of car No. 36914 shows
outside hung brake beams, a feature which
can add much to an older car such as this
one if you care to spend the extra time
fabricating them. Note also that cars No.
81012 and No. 8 1894 have inboard beams
since they seem to be of a newer design,
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s o take your choice.
I thoroughly enjoyed building this
model, and learned a lot from doing so.
All in all , I feel that it's a quality product.
Price-wise at $7 .95 minus trucks or coup
lers, it is typical of the HO scale craft-type
wood freight car kits that are available
from many firms today. As I mentioned
at the beginning of this review, the kit
offers many possibilities to the enterpris
ing model builder if he isn't satisfied with
just another boxcar out of the carton. I
think that the written instructions could
be improved in a few areas for the modeler
who has had little or no experience in
assembling a kit of this type, mainly in
the area of assembly sequence, but not
necessarily in the order that I followed.
The kit drawings are okay as is, but I
would like to see the grabiron placement
corrected to fit into the period around
1930 or slightly before which would
automatically eliminate the top-most one
on the left of the door at each side, as
well as the re-alignment of those which
act as ladders at the opposite corners.
The details that I think would add to
the appeal of the kit have already been
mentioned, but I realize that some of
them are not commercially available, or
at least I have not heard of some of them
up to now. None are overly difficult to
make, but they will add to the construc
tion time, of course, and you will have to
weigh that against their authenticity value.
In any event, the finished car will make a
handsome addition to any HO railroad. I
am certainly pleased with mine, and you
will be as well. I recommend the immed
iate purchase of several for your layout.
I must mention the three individuals
who helped make this project a success
before closing: First of all there is Bill
Courtney of Camino Scale Models who
graciously provided the kit that started
the whole thing. Secondly, I want to
thank Guy Dunscomb for supplying me
with prototype photos from his fine
collection in order that we might be able
to compare the real cars with the model
for a bit of insight into the design of these
interesting pieces of railroad history, and
lastly, thanks to the photographic know
how of Duane Leetzow, justice has been
done to them as well as to my own mod
el.
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Western Mary land 's 7436 now a member of the Chessie System.

William Oertly, Jr. photo.

Modeling The
Western Maryland 's
0529 & 0530 Diesels

The Western Maryland, before the
Chessie takeover, used their own class
system on their diesels for identification.
For this reason , the WM's SD35's were
classed as their DS 29 's and the SD40's
were classed as their DS 30, 3 1 , and 32
locomotives, depending on when they
were built. The DS 29 and DS 30 engines
were very similar and this article will
cover the details of both classes.
The
other two classes of SD40's, the DS 31 and
DS 32, have a number of items that differ
from these engines and will need a separate
article at some future date. The SD35's
were built in December, 1964, as numbers
7432 through 7436, the SD40's were
built in August, 1966, as numbers 7470
through 7474. The '40's were renumbered
7570 through 7574 during 1976.
While I normally build in S scale the
introduction of the excellent Atlas SD35
in HO prompted me to rebuild one to
more closely resemble the Western Mary
land engines. Since it will be used on an
HO high-rail layout with probably not the

by William Oertly, Jr.

gentlest of handling I decided first to
limit the detailing to basics. If you decide
to build up one of these units I'd suggest
you refer to an appropriate article in one
of the popular general interest magazines
to pick up the overall units; this material
is excellent. Since the Western Maryland
uses the basic engine, most of the detail
work is simply a matter of adding on
rather than replacing.
To start with , decide if you want to re
place the grab irons and handrails. To do
so will give a much better looking model
plus you will be able to put the handrail
along the right side of the long hood at
the correct height; it should be straight
rather than have the step in it. Refer to
the photos of the prototype to see what
should be done. Also, some modelers
will want to replace the molded air tanks

along the side of the frame ; again, see the
prototype photos.
The best place to get started on this
detailing is with snowplow installation
on the ends. You may have to modify
the plow or coupler to fit depending on
the coupler you elect to use. The Details
West snowplow, their part number PL-llO,
may be mounted by first removing the
footboard then using the diagram and
template provided with the plow for
drilling the necessary mounting holes;
trim the engine and plow to fit as necessary. I used epoxy to secure mine and
it seems to hold very well. If desired, you
can open up the slots and run the MU
hoses through the plow ; these Western
Maryland locomotives have three on each
side.
Remove the horns that come with the
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7495 in the early Western Mary land paint scheme.

William Oertly, Jr. pho to.

7433 in the later pain t scheme prior to the "Chessie System " pain t scheme.

William Oertly, Jr. photo.
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Snow plow detail on the fron t end of the Western Mary land units adds interest.

William Oertly, Jr. photo.

The 7433 MU'd in red and white livery.

William Oertly, Jr. photo.

SD35. The Western Maryland used the
Leslie S-5TR horns on their units. Though
this one is not available that I know of,
Detail Associates make a 5-chime Nathan

horn, part number AH-1602 , which I
used as the closest. The 5-chime Nathan
is correct for the Western Maryland's
SD40's. See drawing A for the correct

horn arrangement and assemble according
to the package directions.
Locate the
horn position and drill the roof as indi
cated in drawing E ; cement the horn in
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Detailphoto of the forward righ t side of 7434 in the in terim Western Maryland red and white paint scheme.

William Oertly photo.

De tail pho to of this unit shows the left side tank and rear truck.

place.
As the photo of 7435 shows,
some of the DS 29 's have had their orig
inal horn and radio antenna replaced; see
the photo of 7432 for the as-built arrange-

ment.
The radio antenna on the DS 29's is a
bar antenna; to model it, use a piece of
.030" styrene plastic about a scale 9 "

William Oertly, Jr. photo.

1 8 " and carve it out as indicated in
drawing B. To model the antenna of the
DS 30's, use a thin piece of wire and
mount it halfway back on the cab roof

x
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Use cement very sparingly since it will
show up on the model quite clearly if
you are not careful.
Both the DS 29 and DS 30 locomotives
were delivered in the all black paint
scheme of the Western Maryland; all of
the DS 29's, but none of the DS 30 's,
were repainted red. To match the black
paint, use Scalecoat Gloss Black. I have
indicated on drawing E where the gold
stripe is located. For the red engines,
the top of the hoods, the cab roof, and
the running gear and fuel tanks are black.
The balance of the frame, the cab , and
the lower part of the hood up to four
feet high, are red. The balance of the
hoods are white. The closest match to
the Western Maryland red I have found is
that made by Pactra in their enamel; the
mix is five parts of Insignia Red and one
part of Insignia Orange. If you prefer not
to mix it, the Scalecoat Santa Fe Red is
reasonably close. The lettering and strip
ing can be done with the Micro-Scale
RH-130 decal set, it gives you all that is
needed and has a good listing of the
correct colors for handrails, grabs, etc.
offset a scale 10" to the right. The antenna
should be a scale 12" high .
To finish the cab, you will need to
make awnings and windshield wings. Cut
the awnings from .010" styrene in accord
ance with drawing C; the wings will be
made from .010" clear plastic in accord
ance with drawing D. To mount them,
see drawing E ; to model them extended,
put the wings at a 900 angle to the body
shell and the awning at about a 450 down
slope. The awning should be installed be
fore painting to assure good adhesion to
the shell and to assure a color match
with the cab. The wings will have to be
mounted after painting to assure they re
main clear.

Model and photo by William Oertly, Jr.

Model and photo by William Oertly, Jr.

Model and pho to by William Oertly, Jr.
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Tidewater Southern model of the last car in the 601 -620 series as modeled by Peter A rnold.

TIDEWATER
SOUTHERN
50· BOX CAR
For those of you who may not know,

the Tidewater Southern is a former inter
urban line in California's San Joaquin
Valley running from Stockton to Modesto,
a distance of about 30 miles. It is now
owned by the Western Pacific with whom
it interchanges in Stockton. Much of its
present equipment is either similar to, or
handed down, from its parent Western
Pacific. Tidewater Southern has twenty
50' insulated box cars numbered 601-620.

Peter Arnold
They are similar to the 5600 1 -5 6 100
series on the WP. The cars are painted
Box Car Red with yellow lettering.
My model of Tidewater Southern No.
620 was made using Model Diecasting's
50' plug door box car. The fishbelly
side piece below the doors was cut away

Charles W. Williams photo.

to create a straight side as shown in the
photo. The stirrup steps were replaced
with metal ones. The grab irons were re
placed with ones from Detail Associates.
The car has friction bearing trucks. The
entire car was painted with Floquil's
Box Car Red , including roof, ends, under
frame, and trucks. I used Walthers decal
set No. 144-20 which is the correct set
for this car although they have listed it
as being for a 40' car.

" THE DOODLEBUGS"
by John B. Mc Call

$ 26.95
A WO R D A N D P I CTU R E H I STO R Y OF O V E R S I X D E CADES O F S E L F-PROPE L L E D PASS E N G E R
C A R S E R V I C E O N AME R I CA'S MOST COLO R F U L MAJ O R R A I L R OAD, T H E SANTA F E . S E E
T H E R E V I EW O N PAG E 57.

Marketing East, Inc.

44 M a p l e S t r e e t

Post O f f i c e Box 4 1 0
D a n v e r s , MA 0 1 9 2 3
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Note difference in heigh t of these cars from the 60000 series.

Staffan Ehnbom photo.

RBWX 60000 SERIES '
INSULATED BOXCAR/ REEFERS

Staffan
Ehnbom

Model Die Casting car body with the center 1 0 foo t portion removed to make the
Model and photo by Staffan Ehnbom.
60000 series car.

Another view of the same Model Die Casting cal'body with the center 1 0 foo t portion
cut out for this project.
Model and photo by Staffan Ehnbom.

If one wants to kit-bash a particular
freight car, there are several ways of going
about it. I will present three ways of
modeling RBWX 60000-60232 series
reefers built in 1952-1 9 5 3 .
Most modelers have their main hobby
interest turned to other facets of the
hobby like the modeling of steam loco
motives, operation, or even collecting
prototype modeling magazines. If such a
modeler wanted to model one of these
RBWX cars, but didn't want to spend a
lot of effort on it, he might go about it
like this : He would check in train model
catalogs to find a 40' plug door box or
reefer and would find the AHM "reefer"
No. 5274. Finding that these were not
lettered for the GN he'd buy one with
a:-ty road name, remove the lettering, re
paint and reletter, and would turn up
with something like the BN RBWX 6004 7 .
Perhaps the project might make him
more interested in freight cars. He starts
giving his model and the prototype
second looks; notes that his model has
rivets but that the model has welded side
seams.
The ends of the model has
more corrugations than the prototype,
and the corrugations are formed differently .
The model has narrow bulges
in the roof panels while the prototype has
wider and diagonally indented roof panel
bulges. The prototype roof is overhanging
while the model's roof is a "step-down"
type.
If the modeler becomes interested in
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New door openings made and the door ready to be fit into the
60000 series model.
Staffan Ehnbom photo.
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Western Fruit Express No . 6 0 1 38 model super-detailed for
"increased proto type appearance. "
Staffan Ehnbom photo.

GREAT
NORTHERN
WESTERN F R U I T EXPRESS
R B W X 60104

L

Assembled 60000 series car model ready for painting with the
de tails completed.
Staffan Ehnbom photo.

Great Northern No. 601 04 model with less de tail but still
"increased proto type adherance. "
Staffan Ehnbom photo.

RBWX 60143 proto type for 60047 Burlington Northern letter
Martin Evoy III photo.
ing. Photo date 5-23-76.

GN No. 601 05 proto type for No. 601 04 with Big Sky lettering.
Photo date 3-1 1 -76, Philadelphia.
Martin Evoy III photo.

closer adherance to prototype details in
his models, he notes more and more dis
crepancies. The quickie conversion might
then be switched closer and closer to the
rip track and the modeler will develop a
new technique. He will now search the
catalogs for cars with parts like ends,
roofs, doors, and sides that look like the
prototype he intends to model. In this
case the Model Die Casting 50' plug door
box is a good starting point. It has a slight
ly overhanging roof with diagonally in
dented roof panel bulges. The ends are a
4 x 4 dreadnaught pattern and by scraping

away the top bulge and fitting a 1" x 3"
rib at the top, a very good similarity to
the end of the RBWX car results. The
side rivet lines seem to be spaced about
like on the prototype and even the plug
door seems to be the right kind and size.
To make a 40' car, cut out a 10' portion
from the center of the MDC body. From
this section, cut out the doors including
the section of side sill below them. The
door stops should be carefully sliced off
with a sharp knife and cemented on in
new locations (see photos).
New door openings are made in the

two 20' end sections to accomodate the
salvaged doors. The two car halves are
fitted together at a cut through the sixth
roof rib (counted from the ends) . This
rib will be the center rib on the 40' car.
The doors are fitted and cemented into
place and the joints are strengthened by
cementing strips of styrene across them on
the inside of the car. The rivets on the
side sill are scraped off to provide a deep
enough recess to accomodate new side
sills made from 7" (about) strips of thin
styrene fitted along the whole side. A 3 "
wide strip is fitted along the top o f the
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S U LA T E O
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RB WX 60085; the proto type for the 601 38 lettering scheme on the model.

new side sill and butting against the lower
edge of the side sheets. I used Northeastern
1" x 3" strip wood cemented on edge to
the side sill as door guide but the same
size strip of styrene would work as well.
Plug door wheels cut from scrapped sty
rene were cemented in place. I empha
sized the groove under the roof edge by
cutting along the groove with a saw. A
6" wide strip of styrene was then cemented
in place on the top of the sides and slightly
overhanging to act as the top door guide.
The running board was sanded thin
to make it look more prototypical.
At this stage the car body was painted.
The ends were mineral red at least most
of the time. The roofs can probably be
mineral red but silver or yellow were
more common in later years. The side�
are reefer yellow.
The underbody was made of an Athearn

40' box car floor weight cemented to a
40' Hi-Cube box car floor (Part No. 12027).
The assembly was then turned upside
down so the "wood" scribing shows down
wards and the metal weight is on top.
The Athearn 40' underframe (Part No.
1 2026) is fastened to the styrene floor by
the truck screws after the brake gear has
been cut out and moved to the right
places. The underbody and trucks are
black.
The difference between the 60104 and
the 60138 are, except for the lettering,
the degree of detailing. On the 60138 all
styrene hand grab and ladder rung imita
tions have been removed and brass wire
has been fitted . A wire grab was also
fitted to the left of the door opening.
The 60138 also has Cal-Scale brake gear
with complete brake rigging and piping
added. The MDC end tack boards have

Staffan Ehnbom photo.

been scraped off and new ones made
from styrene and mounted high on the
ends. Tack boards are also fitted to the
sides. The steps under the door were
formed from narrow strips of sheet brass
with the second step cemented in place.
The car can be lettered either like the
60 1 38 (Champ HR-66) with the two
horizontal black bands from 1/32" actual
size decal stripes (Champ S-10) . They
can also be drawn in with a good ink pen.
Big Sky lettering (Champ HR-69) can also
be used. Presumably, these cars may have
appeared with serif lettering (Champ
HR-2 1 ) , but I do not have a photo of a
6000 series car in such lettering. All
decal sets mentioned lack the word "in
sulated" and the RBWX reporting marks.
Most of the latter can be taken from
other words in the decal sets.

BURUNGTON
NORTHERN
RBWX

-
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An AHM model with minimal modifica
tion which, wh ile the model may be com
pleted quickly, is less accurate than the
o ther two models b u t still acceptable
from a standpoint of similarity to the
proto type.
Staffan Ehnbom photo.
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by the PM Stall

S EABOA R D A I R L I N E CABOOSE

Micro-Scale has added Decal Set Num
ber 87-1 5 1 , Seaboard Air Line Caboose,
to their excellent line of decals. These
decals represent the lettering used by Sea
board up to the merger into Seaboard
Coast Line in 1967.
There is a sufficient amount of letter
ing to finish three cars, two regular cupola
and one extended-vision. Much of the
lettering is done in stencil. In all of the
pictures and lettering diagrams I cannot
find anything with this style. The decal
sheet has eight lines of numbers and is
considerably more than required when
the cars used four and five digit numbers.
While the set is very complete, it could
use more division names inasmuch as the
division was stenciled on the side.
Micro-Scale thoughtfully included four
pictures in this decal set but the repro
duction quality could be significantly im
proved.
In late 1 9 5 3 ten different slogans were
added to the car sides just under the win
dows. Each of the slogans is related to
the last digit of the car number as:
o

1
2
3

4

5

6
7
8
9

- A Man Alert is Seldom Hurt
- Take a Tip b e Safe th is Trip
- Look Around G etting Down
- Tight Grip Safe Trip

Watch for Slack Save a Smack
Long Ch ances Sh ortens L ives
- Taking Chances Takes Lives
- A Man with Rest Is At H is Best
- Hold Tight ' T i l l Footings R ight
- R ules Obeyed L ives Saved
-

-

There is no slogan for numbers ending
in 4 included in this decal set.
Nelson McCormick

SANTA F E 40' R E E F E R S

One o f the highlights of the convention
in Santa Ana, California, in 197 7 , was the
release of the Micro-Scale decal set for
Santa Fe reefers. The set includes most
of the data necessary to letter up to five
straight line map cars together with the
five map slogans for the Super Chief,
Chief, Grand Canyon, El Capitan, and the
Scout. The only item missing is the di
mensional and capacity data typically
found on the right side of the car. For
this, your decal scrap box should provide
a useable substitute. Otherwise the set is
quite complete and up to their usual high
standards. The instruction sheet provides
color mix, class number, and lettering
guides with both drawings and photos.
So , if you're planning to add a string

No te that periods have been dele ted from the SFRD although the car still retains the
s traigh t-line map paint scheme of 1 94 1 -1 947.
Larry Occhiello pho to.

of reefers you can letter five of them at
40c apiece; a price hard to beat.

William Messecar

EAR LY G R EAT NORTH E R N E7's

In mid-1945 the Great Northern took
delivery of a number of E7 's. They were
painted in what may be called a variant of
the standard Great Northern diesel scheme.
This variant was short lived, though, and
lasted only until early 1947 . A fine ex
ample is Vanishing Vistas' postcard JT-790.
Micro-Scale has come out with a decal set
(Mini-Cal No. 4014) which will letter one
of these units.
Inspection of the decals in the package
revealed no technical flaws. A disappoint
ment, though, was that some of the num
bers are not printed in as useable order as
they could have been. I. e. 12 34567890
should be 501234567890. I yearn not
for nudging individual decal numbers
around when they could just as easily be
properly grouped when the layout is
done for the decal. The postcard men
tioned above should prove a useful tool
for decal application.
Ed Su torik

SPOKA N E PORTLAND & SEATT LE

The cab unit diesels of the SP&S wore
a variety of paint and lettering schemes
during their existance on the SP&S. The
FA's, F3's, F7 's, and E7 arrived with a
small gothic style lettering. Sometime in
the middle to late fifties, the passenger
units were relettered with a condensed
Roman style somewhat similar to letter
ing used by part owner Northern Pacific.
The FA's, and later the passenger units,
were relettered with a large gothic style

in the mid-fifties. With the adoption of a
totally new paint scheme in the early
sixties, the large gothic lettering changed
from yellow to dark green. The SP&S's
lone E 7 , No. 7 5 0 , probably should win an
award for at least five different painting
and lettering schemes worn during her
lifetime on the same railroad.
SP&S CAB D I ESE LS

The Micro-Scale RH-102 decal set con
tains both the small and large gothic
styles in yellow and the large gothic style
in black (dark green) . There is enough
lettering, striping, and heralds to decal
four units with this set. All the painting
and lettering styles used on the Alco FA's
can be done with this set, as well as most
styles used on the passenger units and
some styles used on hood units. Be sure
to check photos of the unit you are model
ing as the variations from unit to unit and
from year to year were quite frequent for
such a small railroad .
SP&S PASS E N G E R CABS

The Micro-Scale Mini-Cal No. 4016
decal set has the Roman style lettering
used on passenger engines. The Mini-Cal
provides enough lettering and striping for
one unit. It contains both the older
spelled-out herald and the newer initial
herald although the newer herald probably
was not used with the Roman style letter
ing.
The yellow letters, numbers, and
striping is crisp and precise and up to the
usual excellent Micro-Scale quality. Of
special note is the unique ampersand, a
special variation used only with this letter
ing style. Micro-Scale should be commend
ed for its effort to produce this set with
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such accuracy .
With these two sets available, the
SP&S diesel modeler can letter many
styles of paint schemes on a variety of
engine types.

..

George Berisso

N GAU G E D E C A LS

N gaugers who wanted appropriate
older-era road name lettering for their
fine Kadee "dimensional data" cars and
redecorated cars have had a long wait.
During this time I have found several HO
lettering sets useful, in some part, even if
only using the small end reporting marks
as the larger side reporting marks in N
Scale:
Walthers 38W Chicago & Northwestern;
96W Wabash ; 31 W Canadian Pacific; 49W
Erie; 56W Illinois Central; 61 W Louisville
& Nashville; 7 3W New Haven; 74W Nor
folk & Western; and , 74-80 N&W gold
passenger.
Champ HT-54 Magnolia tank cars;
HN-59 Spokane Portland & Seattle;
HN-48 Chesapeake & Ohio ; HC-7 6 C&O
hopper; HN-63 Erie; and , HC-90 Erie
hopper.
Letraset Baltimore and Ohio .
Some of these are sets for HO flat and
other cars that have squeezed lettering.
Some sets, although nominally H O , con
tain three sizes of lettering, sometimes
three sizes of heralds. The list tends to
ward my preferred roads and is probably
nowhere near exhaustive.
Jack A merine

F R E E Z E R D E CA L S

Micro-Scale has been a boon to HO
gaugers, not only giving us technically
good and historically accurate decals for
several "billboard" refrigerator cars of 40
years ago but also several cars we didn't
even know about (often manufacturers
just copy each other, and perpetuate each
others inaccuracies).
One of the most recent releases is the
Micro-Scale 87-174 decal set, four cars
of Wescott & Winks Dairy Dispatch of
Sumner, Iowa. These, apparently, were
among sixteen 37'-1" wood cars built in
1927 by a major carbuilding firm like
Union Refrigerator Transit of Milwaukee
and leased in 1 9 3 1-34, maybe a little
longer, to the Iowa firm. This was the
golden age of shipper-owned and builder
owned cars and, especially in the Wiscon
sin- and-Iowa-to-Chicago orbit, hundreds
of freezers (as they should be called,
rather than reefers) brightened the country
side with ingenious and colorful advertis
ing on their sides. Having their own re
porting mark (WWDX) from the American
Railway Association, Wescott & Winks
were assured of having their own cars

A N [P/CUREAN D!..L 1GHT
w W Q. x�
•
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Micro-Scale decals applied to the Life-Like 3 7 '-6 " freezer modified to represent the
Wesco tt & Winks series of sixteen cars. The decal review for this decal set also co vers
the modifying of this model.
Jack Amerine photo.

ready for loads, not to mention that it
would be their advertisment on the out
side, not a competitor's.
It was a short lived glory. The firm
appears in the 1932 Railway Equipment
Register with fifteen other cars, all 40'
long, then these from Micro-Scale come
and go, and all mention of the firm is
gone in the 1938 Register. Too often a
1 9 30 court ruling is glibly blamed for the
demise of the billboard freezer; more
often the factors were the Depression
economy, mergers, failures, and , ultim
ately, the austerity of World War II.
A word on the technical point. Micro
Scale is known now, of course, for their
unprecedented fineness and sharpness of
lettering. The film is also quite thin:
in all, truly satisfying for the discrimin
ating modeler to add to his carbody. In
fact, one will find himself having to de
velop new techniques to work with such
fine film. But Micro-Scale's suggested
use of any 40' carbody is out of place for
this set.
The best body for these cars would be
a scratchbuilt body based on dimensions
in Railway Equipment Register and on
the visible detail in the prototype photos
that Micro-Scale so nicely provides. But
to save time I used a Life-Like (originally
Varney) 3 7 '-6" wood freezer body. Based
on a Swift freezer contemporary with
Wescott, it's closer to correct length than
the alternate choice Model Die Casting
body, and if the Life-Like needs work the
MDC would seem to need more to update
it from 1910. I used Life-Like No.08593,
State of Delaware Bicentennial (basic
white body doesn't have to be repainted) ,
which I bought at a discount toy store
for 99 cents.
Scrub off all the lettering with cotton
and a methanol stove cleaner like Paco
Solvent, from a hardware store.
Remove the middle hinge of each side
door with a modeling knife; most freezers
had three hinges per door, some had four,

these had two. At this time, remove the
plastic stirrup steps if you can obtain La
belle metal strap steps to replace them remove all plastic grab irons if you are
going to use wire and fabricate the fine
ladders of the prototype, depending on
your time and inclination (I used surplus
MDC ladders from my scrap box) - re
move brake platform, etc. if you will use
Cal-Scale parts for these. The Life-Like
batten roof with hatches and platforms is
fine as it is but trim excessive end over
hang down to about a scale inch beyond
the fascia strip.
Carve the area of the truck kingpins
and coupler draft gear to accomodate the
trucks and couplers of your choice. I pre
fer to use Kadee Talgo-style trucks be
cause of my emphasis on switching in old
tight-curve industries and I found it ne
cessary to get rid of the entire bearing to
lower the car. But whatever your brand,
use a so-called Bettendorf-type truck.
File smooth the molded-on end sills
and extend _the scribing through them.
Nick the underframe crossbearers at their
ends to receive 1/32" x 1 / 1 6 " styrene
side sills fastened with plastic solvent di
rectly under the sides, recessed just a hair
line behind the plane of the sides. The
side sills should go all the way to the
corners, snugging up behind a Model
Hobbies metal end sill, or any end sill
with poling pockets: level the poling
pockets with the side sills. Modify the
coupler pockets for your couplers.
Paint the roof, ends, and side fascia
strip Box Car Red. Paint door hardware
and drip area Glossy Black and weather it
to your taste.
Paint side sills and all
undercarriage black or grimy. Grab irons
and ladders are Box Car Red on the roof
and ends and White on the sides.
Install Cal-Scale AB-290 Freight Car
"KC" Air Brake Set, including staff and
brake wheel.
Apply the Micro-Scale decals to the
car as directed by the manufacturer, in-
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cluding a final spray of clear flat sealer.

Jack A merine

SANTE F E SCO U T PASSE N G E R CA R S

Micro-Scale has come o u t with their
Decal Set RH-127 containing the hard to
locate "Scout" plaque found on many of
the cars assigned to the Scout. The set
also contains car names and numbers in
black for stainless steel cars, white for
two-tone grey cars, and gold for Pullman
Green. There are sufficient decals to do

at least four different types of Scout cars
including the white seperator stripes
needed for two-tone grey cars. The set
can, of course, be used for non-Scout cars
as there are sufficient names "Santa Fe "
to do a total of ten cars.
The set also includes photos of five
different cars, typical roster and painting
information.
In passing I want to pass on a word of
thanks to Charles Slater in particular for
all his work with Micro-Scale to make all

engine numbers adding greatly to the con
fusion, the unit number was comprised of
the number and letter and the home road
KCS or L&A - ahead of the engine num
ber - only a number. On A units (F units)

TAB L E I - P LANS
HO
S
HO
S
HO
HO

B-3 4-4-0 No. 143
F-M H - 1 6-44
F-M H - 1 6-44
RS-1
F-M Erie - B
F-M Erie - A
M K T 350 M ixed Caboose
KCS marked under number

TAB L E I I
F3 No.30 A&B
F3 No.50
F3 No.5 1 A
E3 No.1
F l y i n g Crow
KCS Passenger
Story and Roster

Model R a i l roader, December 1 956
Model Rail roader, March 1 970
Rail road Model Craftsman, J u l y 1 966
Model R a i l roader, May 1 969
R a i l road Model Craftsman, September 1 976
R a i l road Model Craftsman, October 1 975
Model R a i l roader, J u ly 1 963

P H OTOS

I n passenger paint
Red paint scheme
Red and yel low paint scheme
rln 2 1 , ex-demo
Last run

Kight now in steam the L&A 4-6-0 is
available from Pacific Fast Mail and the
promise of the KCS, ex-Wabash 200-205 ,
2-10-2's from Sunset Models.
For the diesel modeler, the simple
KeS roster is difficult; the GP30's are off
the market, the SD40 are kit-bashed, the
SW1500's aren't really SW- 1500's. But
there is still a chance with the F units, the
GP7's and 9's, the SW7 's, and the E units
can be obtained within reason .
The F units had unit numbers and

R a i l road Model Craftsman, April 1 966
R a i l road Model Craftsman, August 1 970
R a i l road Model Craftsman, August 1 970
Trains, December 1 9 7 1
Trains, July 1 968
Trains, N ovember 1 967
X -2200 South, January 1 970

the engine number appears on the num
ber board and the unit number appears
ahead of the rear corner step and grabs in
yellow lettering such as KCS50A or
L&A55A. The break down is as follows:
TABLE III
When the GP30's were arriving on the
KCS - it was not uncommon to see as
many as 1 1 units on a freight, all operat
ing - one such consist was south of Neosho,

TA B L E I I I - E N G I N E/U N IT N UM B E RS
30A - 33A
50A - 62A
60C - 62C
70A - 76A
50D - 59D
70C,71 C,72D-76D

30
50
63
70
77
87

-

33
62
65
76
86
93

William Messecar

SANTA F E R A I L D I E S E L CARS

Micro-Scale Mini-Cal No. 4012 contains
decals to letter Santa Fe's RDC DC-I 91
and DC-192 in either standard silver car
with yellow and red or silver car with
red nose.
The set also contains three
photos of the cars and detailed lettering
instructions for each paint scheme.
William Messecar

KCS A Start
At first glance it would appear that
very little information on the KCS ever
filled the printed page, but there is some
material. Using this partial listing as a
foundation, let's start from here.

these decals possible.

60A - 62A Erie
Erie built

54A and 58A were renumbered 94 and 95 to avoid confusion with
Passenger Trains 54 and 58.

by
Gale
Hall
Missouri - five GP30's and A-B-B-B-B-A the time would have been 1962. I also
recall Erie built A's in a nine unit consist
at Noel, Missouri - the same general time.
After the SD40's arrived it would be
three SD40's and ninety nine cars back
a slave unit.
A photo feature in Trains magazine,
March, 1955, page 4 1 , when steam ruled
the Louisiana & Arkansas.
A photo of KCS coach 274 - Trains
January , 1966 - ten new coaches in 1965.
KCS stations are going very fast; a
quick survey would show Noel, Missouri excellent condition, now the City Hall;
Sulfhur Springs, Arkansas, used to be a
cut limestone building - a pile of rubble
now; Gravette, Arkansas - wood station
in poor condition still in service; Decatur,
Arkansas - concrete block depot in good
shape - this station has hot water heat and
is still very much in service; Gentry, Ar
kansas - station torn down long ago;
Silver Springs, Arkansas, glazed red brick
in fair condition and in service ; Watts,
Oklahoma, white frame building, asbestos
shingles in service ; and Westville, Okla
homa, used to be a fine station - porch
and express sections torn down - this is a
glazed red brick, all the platforms have
been torn out. The track condition is
good - very heavy sectional track_ The
overall physical plant is in very sad con
dition and could use a great deal of
attention!
Now Burlington Northern units and
cabooses are in use on unit coal trains
bound for Texas power plants. The Flint
Creek SWEPCO power generating plant
should be handling traffic within a year requiring yet more unit train traffic.
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Book Revievvs ·
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··
by the PM Stall
.. ·

THE DOODLEBUGS
by John B. McCall
When I first learned that a book was
going to be published on the Santa Fe's
" Doodlebugs" and that it was going to be
an expensive book I kind of decided that
the subject was just too limited to justify
the expenditure of $20.00 to $30.00. It
seemed to me that the cost was going to
be just too high and that the money
could better be spent in some other area.
Then I saw a copy of the book and all
my previous thinking went directly out
the win dow. The book is superb ! And
those of you who have read my reviews in
the past are well aware that I am not
given to fancy words unless I am really
convinced of the merit of whatever it
is that I'm reviewing.
First off, the book is limited to the
Santa Fe and it is further limited to their
Doodlebugs - sometimes referred to as
gas-electrics and a number of other names
and not all of them as complementary.
This statement certainly indicates that
the content is very limited; and it is. But

it is also true that the subject is covered
very well in words, in rosters, in perform
ance data, and in photographs.
Even
though the price of admission is quite
high at $26.95 I also have to quickly add
that it is also a bargain even at that price
if you weigh what the book contains in
stead of it's weight in pounds although
that is not insignificant either. Two
hundred fifty six pages of photos of all
the days of the motor cars coupled with
numerous photos of power plants and
their surroundings cabs, and what appears
to be every different paint job that was
employed by the Santa Fe on their
Doodlebugs, makes this volume a real
necessity for all those interested in the
Santa Fe, in Doodlebugs in general, and
in particular for all those with even a
passing interest in the AT&SF's motor
cars.
If I sound enthusiastic it is because I
certainly am. The Doodlebugs does for
the Santa Fe's motor cars everything that
Worley's Iron Horses of the Santa Fe Trail
does for Santa Fe power, both steam and
diesel. This book can be directly com
pared, very favorably, with Worley's.

The book is very professionally done
with the single exception of the color
photos included. The dust jacket is excel
lent and if it was left at that we would all
have been better off. However, the author
apparently elected to include a significant
number of color photos that detract from
the otherwise high quality. While the
reproduction appears to be quite good
the original photos appear to be quite bad
from a color point of view. Faded out
photos (which must be expected from
color shots this old) , coupled with poorly
exposed, over and under exposed, shadow
exposed, etc. just make the use of color
something that added greatly to the cost
yet takes away from the final result. In
spite of this very poor selection of color
photos and the high cost of the book
which inevitably results, the book is well
worth its $26.95 cost. If your interest
is Santa Fe, Doodlebugs, or both; this is
a book that is really a must for your
library.
Buy it, sight unseen by mail
order if necessary, you won't be dis
appointed. If you have a Worley's, you
need this companion as well.
Bob Longo

Questions vvith
Ansvvers by the PM Stall
.

• .

COMM E N T

Every now and then there will be an
item come in the mail that is particularly
noteworthy and this morning was one of
those mornings.
Robert P. Thudine has been a Santa Fe
fan for years and one of our oldest readers.
The photo he enclosed shows locomotive
No . 2150 pulling through the depot at
McPherson, Kansas, in 1950. The par
ticularly interesting thing about this
photo in the engines pilot.
The pilot of 2 1 5 0 is most interesting;
there just wern't too many diesels around
with tubular steel pilots. Photos of this
type are always most welcome and I urge
you to submit this type of thing if you
have such. Oh yes, the tubular pilot was
used on both ends of the loco.
Bob Longo

CANADIAN S U BSCR I B E RS

We have recently been advised that

One of the things that is not seen too often is a steam locomo tive type pilot on the
ends of a diesel switcher b u t this is someth ing that does happen as attested to by this
photo of San ta Fe 's 2 1 50 at McPherson, Kansas, in 1 950. These pilots were used on
b o th ends of the locomo tive. It is n o t known when they were applied or where nor
when they were removed.
Robert P. Thudine photo.
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Canadian checks can be processed at the
then-current rate of exchange and are no
longer payable in United States dollars_
This means that a check made out for
$10_ in United States funds will actually
be paid only in Canadian funds and will
bring something less than $ 9 _ depending
on the particular rate of exchange on the
day processed _
I n all future instances w e must ask all
Canadian payment be made as follows:
checks drawn on Canadian banks should
include enough extra so that when pro
cessed the actual credit received by PM
will be equal to the correct amount in
United States dollars; or by a check
drawn on a United States bank (many
Canadian Banks maintain accounts in US
banks for just this purpose; or, lastly , that
payment be made by international money
order in United States funds_
We sincerely regret the necessity of
this step but it is a necessary one and is
caused by a condition over which we can
excercise no controL
Bob Longo

QUESTION
A T S F Golden Gate

Can you give me some information on
the Santa Fe's Golden Gate that started
operating between Oakland and Bakers
field in the late '30s?
Fred M. English, Jr.

ANSW E R

These two five car consists operated
until November of 1938. By that time, it
was evident that they were inadequate to
accomodate their popularity. But, it was
also evident that their parlor space was
not as popular as originally anticipated.
And so, in the winter of 19 38/1 939, the
Golden Ga te consists were modified and
expanded as follows:

After these modifications were com
pleted, the regular consists of the Golden
Gate trains as shown in Table III.
This consist remained unchanged
throughout World War II. Many times
during this period, the Golden Gate was
drawn by the high-stepping Atlantics
while the diesels were receiving their
necessary pamperings at the San Bern
Th irteen sets of seats were removed ardino Shops.
from each of the Chair Cars, 31 1 7 and
The photos of this train point up the
3 1 1 8. These, along with sixteen new se ts Budd-style fluting on the Golden Gate
cars. All of the cars in the Golden Gate
of sea ts, were installed in each of the
were manufactured by the Budd Company_
Parlor Observation cars 3243 and 3244,
making these Chair Observation Cars in Car No_ 1 385 , the San Pascal, was also a
Budd product; but this does not mean
stead of Parlor Observation Cars.
The
parlor-type seats removed from these cars that it was assigned to the Golden Gate.
You must understand that the Budd
were discarded. The spaces left in Chair
Cars 31 1 7 and 3 1 1 8 were then converted Company built many hundreds of passen
ger cars for the Santa Fe and the No. 1 385
into lounge areas. To furnish these lounge
was just one of them. It was actually part
areas, the bars and lounge chairs from the
tavern sections of the Lunch Counter of a group of six Baggage Dormitory
Buffet Lounge Cars built for the Chief
Diner Ta vern Cars 1 501 and 1 502 were
in 1 9 3 7 _ The other cars in this group
remo ved and placed in these new lounge
1 380,
the
San
Miguel;
areas, making cars 31 1 7 and 3 1 1 8 Chair were
Lounge Cars instead of straigh t Chair Cars.
1 3 8 1 , the San Marcial; 1 382, the San
In the space left in the Lunch Co un ter Fernando; 1 38 3 , the San Simon; and
Diner Tavern Cars, two more lunch booths
1 384, the San Ignacio. These cars were
were installed, making these two cars
named after Indian Missions in New
straigh t Lunch Counter Diners instead of Mexico.
Lunch Counter Diner Tavern Cars. This
Unfortunately, the Golden Gate
passenger cars are not available in HO
work was done at the San Bernardino
Shops. In addition, two additional Chair Scale from any manufacturer, so happy
Cars were added to each regular consist.
kit-bashing or scratch-building_
I do not know the specific numbers of
these cars, but I do know they were out
of the group 3089 through 3 1 0 1 .

The Golden Gate streamliner was in
augurated on July 1, 1938. Two separate
and complete train sets were required to
provide this daily service between Oakland
and Bakersfield, California. .... one train
running each way each day. The inaugural
consists of the Golden Ga te on July 1 ,
1938,. as shown i n Table 1 .
The original regular consists beginning
on July 2, 1938, were five car trains as
shown in Table II.

Dennis J. Kogan

TAB L E I I I
Motor No. 8
3490
31 16

Motor No. 9
3491
3115

1 501
3117

1 502
3118

3243

3244

?
?

?

Model E 1 A Diesel Units
36-seat Baggage Chair Cars
52-seat Chair Cars
60-seat Chair Cars
Lunch Counter Dining Cars
Chair-Lounge Cars
60-seat Chair Cars
60-seat Chair Observation Cars

TAB LE I
Motor No. 8
3490
3116
3095
1 50 1
3117
3090
3243

Motor No. 9
3491
3115
3093
1 502
3118
3091
3244

Model E 1 A Diesel Un its
36-seat Baggage Chair Cars
52-seat Chair Cars
60-seat Chair Cars
Lunch Counter Diner Tavern Cars
52-seat Chair Cars
60-seat Chair Cars
40-seat Parlor Observation Cars

TAB L E I I

Motor No. 8
3490
3116
3117
1 50 1
3243

Motor No. 9
349 1
31 1 5
31 1 8
1 502
3244

Model E 1 A Diesel U nits
36-seat Baggage Chair Cars
52-seat Chair Cars
52-seat Chair Cars
Lunch Counter D i ner Tavern Cars
40-seat Parlor Observation Cars

QUESTION
F ri sco Steam

In Lloyd Stagner's book Steam Loco
several of the
1 306 class 2-8-0's are pictured and some
of them have their bell mounted on top
of the smoke box front whereas others
have theirs mounted on top of the boiler
in the fashion of the Hallmark modeL I
have some photographs from Harold K .
Vollrath and they show there are also
some locomotives with boiler-top mounted
bells, some with them mounted at the top
of the smokebox front_ Also, some have
pilots with larger footboards.
I checked dates on the Vollrath photos
mo tives of the Frisco Line,
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and they seem to be taken at the same
general time period so it does not appear
that the different bell locations is a result
of the evolutionary modification program.
What's bothering me is that my photo
of Frisco 1 309 is dated 10·48 and shows
the engine with the bell mounted at the
top of the smokebox front; yet Don
Wirth's photo of the prototype shows it
to have a bell mounted in the same posi
tion as the Hallmark model. So that's at
least one 1 306 that had its bell location
changed. When did this occur, and why,
and was this done to other locomotives of
the class?
I'd appreciate any light you can shed
on this problem. Also, were the roofs of
Frisco freight locomotives painted black ,
or were they red oxide, as per MKT
practice.

tunate in that most of the large photo
graph collections contain very good
Frisco representation .
The most well
known are the collections of Vollrath ,
Foster, Allen, Wirth, Chelf, George, and
Winters. By far the best, however, is the
Frisco portion of the Arthur B . Johnson
collection. The serious modeler should
have no trouble finding an inexpensive
photo print of any of the 40 possible
1 306's.
It was evidently standard practice, at
least from the late 19 30's on, to paint cab
roofs with red oxide primer during all
Frisco class three steam locomotive
repairs.
Douglas Hughes

COMM E N T
P F E Reefers

Norman Eubanks

A N SW E R

There was evidently n o known reasons
or set patterns for the bell relocations.
The larger foot boards were applied to
locomotives which were regularly assigned
to switching duties. There is no substi
tute for good prototype photographs
when choosing a road number for your
model of the 1306 class Consolidation .
You should also have the photograph for
approximately the same period chosen
for modeling in order to know how to
treat details such as the bells and foot
boards. Also , don't forget that only half
of the 1 306's were oil burners as repre
sented by the Hallmark model.
The Frisco prototype modeler is for-

The PFE Wood Sheathed Steel End
article by R. H. Hendrickson in
the August, 1977, issue of Pro to type
Modeler is excellent; possibly, the follow
ing information will add some additional
data on these cars. The Official Railway
Equipment Register lists cars numbered
from 62501 to 69999 . These numbers
cover at least three classes.
During the years 1945 -1946 a total of
2 ,419 cars were rebuilt into two series,
R-30-2 1 and R-40-21 , from various prior
series numbered 63501 through 65920.
Some of these cars, though I cannot
identify the specific numbers, were
equipped with E type couplers, double
truss trucks, and steel wheels. All of the
cars were equipped with Preco air circu
lating fans, all steel roof, dreadnaught
Reefer

PFE reefer re built with sheet plywood sides and steel roof and ends.
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steel ends, and metal running boards.
They were rebuilt by PFE.
A total of 2,610 cars numbered 659216 8 5 32 were rebuilt by PFE from various
prior series in 1948 and classified as
R-30-24 and R-40-24. These cars had an
all steel roof, dreadnaught steel ends,
metal running boards, AB brake system,
and Preco air circulating fans. Trucks
were as follows: 6592 1-6601 9 , Barber
Stabilized; 66020-66029, Scullin; 6603067420 , Barber Stabilized; and 674216 8 5 32 , A-3 Ride Control.
The sides on this car were plywood
sheathing. Note that the Union Pacific
emblem has the word Railroad in it and
is probably in color.
Cars numbered 62501-6 3500 were re
built by PFE from various prior series in
1 944-1945 and classified as R-30-19 and
R-40-19. This class was virtually identical
to the R-30-2 1 and R-40 :2 1 classes. This
included all major dimensions, painting
and lettering, and all equipment except
air circulating fans.
The balance of the car numbers,
6 8 5 33-69999, as listed in the Register
is just not available to me.
Nelson McCormick

QUESTION
Espee F i re Train Pai nting

I recently acquired an HO Scale
Westside Espee Fire Train and would like
to know what colors it should be painted.
Clarence E. Roy, Jr.

From the collection of Ne lson McCormick.
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A N SWE R

Paint your locomotive in the usual
black with white markings.
If your
"period" is pre-war and up to June, 1946,
use the smaller "Southern Pacific Lines"
decals on the tender, and do the smokebox
and stack in graphite. If you prefer a
later time period , use the larger "Southern
Pacific" and paint the smokebox front
with silver or aluminum. The headlight
should be black in either case. If you
wish, the edges of the running boards
may be painted white, as well as the pilot
and driving wheel tires, for these locos
were kept polished up for the most part.
This model appears to be taken spec
ifically from locomotive No. 2248 (there
having been four from the T-1 class as
signed to this service) as the others vary
considerably in detail. By the way, if you
model the post-war period you should re
place the headlight with a visored Pyle
cast metal unit from Kemtron or Cal-Scale
to be correct .
The background on the front number
plate was most likely black while the cab
window sashes; injectors, and boiler
checks will come out best if done in
bright red, probably Daylight red, but, on
second thought, Diesel Scarlet might be a
better representation of the shade used.
Some of this information is very hard to
obtain and in many cases the memories of
those who were there have to be relied
on for this kind of info.
When you paint the water cars I suggest
a Tuscan or Box Car Red overall as this
seems to have been the predominant
color used by the railroad in years past
for Maintenance of Way cars although
black was also common on certain types.
The various black and white photos that
I've seen just don't indicate that black
was used on fire train cars.
Paint your back-up light and pilot the
same shade of red and use white for letter
ing the cars if you will. I recommend
that you keep the weathering to a bare
minimum on this train, bearing in mind
that cleanliness would be as appropriate
in this case as it is on your local city fire
trucks.
I do not know of any sources of photos
showing the type of tank cars as used on
the model although the book Snowplow
by G. M. Best has some photos of older
wooden cars in this service. Can any of
our readers help with some good photos
that we can publish at a later date? Some
one took photos back then and has
negatives!
Gordon Y. Mills

QUESTION
G reat Northern Cabooses

have some questions pertaining to
the Great Northern · 30' wood sided

caboose and the Great Northern 30' ply
wood sheathed caboose, which I have re
cently purchased from Overland Models.
The models are very nicely made but I
need some help with their paint schemes.
The December, 1976, issue of Model
Railroader magazine has photos of both
of the prototypes on page 119. These
photos are black and white and are not
clear enough to help much. It does
appear that the plywood sheathed caboose
is painted in Big Sky Blue colors. Is this
true? Also, what colors are the end doors,
the window frames, the tool boxes,
ladders, and hand rails, steps, and end
platforms on the two models? What
color are the striped sheet metal pieces
affixed to the end hand rails, and what
color is the panel on the end hand rails
which has the small herald on it? Also,
what colors are the car tops and roof,
and underbody detail?
What were these caboose classes num
bered and which decals are correct for
each.
Are any color photos available for any
Great Northern cabooses?
Another question I have is which
colors were standard colors for Great
Northern Railroad structures?
John Yeager

ANSW E R

There were three Great Northern paint
schemes applied to the 30' plywood and
vertical wood sheathed cabooses:
B I G SKY

There were at least three plywood
sheathed cabooses in Big Sky besides the
one shown in the Overland Models ad:
2 1 1 , 214, and 241 . I have no photos of
the vertical wood sheathed ones in this
scheme. Number 2 1 1 was painted thus:
Aluminum roof, smoke jack, and running
boards; Black underframe , trucks, end
platforms, end ladders, and railings at the
ends of the body proper; all else was blue
including side sill and outer face of the
tool box; diagonal stripes on center pla
card were white as was the safety striping
on side handrails, square reflector panels
on the lower sides, and all lettering. The
small herald on the end is applied to the
offset placard . The caboose is lettered
"Yard" immediately below the side num
bers (for yard service) . Car numbers on
the sides are placed on the right as one
is facing the car side. Champ makes a set
of decals for this car missing only "Yard"
and the diagonal white end stripes.
This car is illustrated on Vanishing
Vistas postcard JT-193.
Paint scheme is idential to above except
that window sashes were usually painted
red, too, instead of black. Lettering is
white. Some of these sported the "Radio

Equipped" decal that is included in the
Champ set.
Both the plywood and vertical wood
sheathed cars were in the two schemes
above. It should be noted that the safety
slogans were coordinated with the last
number of the car number. The Champ
lettering set will letter cars ending in 0
and 2 in that order. The last slogan in
this set does not appear on any of my in
formation and may be in error. The
Champ white lettering set will letter cars
ending in 8 , 9 , and 1 in that order.
Besides the Vanishing Vistas postcard ,
one may purchase slides from sources
occasionally listed in the back of the pop
ular magazines.
I don't currently have a lot of informa
tion about structure colors. Some of my
photos taken in the middle sixties show
buildings painted white with green trim
(similar to BN green). Asphalt shingle
roofs were dark grey , metal roofs green.
This is by no means an "official pro
nouncement," just the result of scanning
a few photos,
Ed Sutorik

Comment
Though no production date has been
se t, work is well underway on a book to
be en titled "Great Northern Waycars "
which is being done by the au thors of the
"CB&Q Waycars " book announced in this
issue of PM.
Bob Longo

QUESTION
U P Passenger Pai nt Schemes

What is the distance between the top
red stripe and the one on the skirt? No
one gives this measurement! What does
UP say it used? I know even they couldn't
decide where to put the lettering on loco
motives but what was the actual size letter
ing on E8-9's?
R ichard A. Peterson

ANSWE R

The distance between the red stripes
on the Union Pacific cars, and even the,
width of the stripes themselves varied
considerably - expecially during the early
years of the yellow streamliner scheme.
I can't give you all the variations, there
were too many; but I can give you some
examples and some sources.
The first Streamliner (M-10000) was
brown and yellow; a paint scheme that
continued on most of the successive artic
ulated early Streamliner sets.
Early
"standard" streamline cars (non -articulat
ed), such as those on the 1939 "City of
Denver" were built to a lower profile
(12'-8" to the roof) than the later cars
(see Arthur D. Dubin's Some Classic
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Trains at p. 190) which were about a foot
higher; therefor the red stripes were closer
than on the later cars.
The key factor to locating the stripes
was not so much dependent on a fixed
distance between the two as it was the
location of the roofline seam with the car
side and the point where the skirts met
the car side.
Kratville's excellent book U. P. Stream
liners, has a full chapter on painting and
lettering (pp. 287 -301) with diagrams and
measurements for a wide variety of the
early Streamliner equipment.
According to these diagrams, the
"American"
Pullman .standard
series sleepers (6-6-4 ) , which were a fairly
typical car fro m . the late 40's and early
50's consists, had a 1112" red stripe on the
top and a 3% " red stripe on the bottom.
The bottom stripe was 1%" above the top
of the truck indentations in the skirts.
The total distance between the two stripes
adds up to 7 '-3%".
On my models, I work largely from
prototype photos; my Soho cars, for ex
ample, have a distance of 7 '- 1 1 " between
the stripes which were located by refer
ence to prototype photos in the Kratville
book. I used the dry transfer red striping
which was once available from Walthers but is no longer in stock.
I recommend the Micro-Scale UP
General Purpose Striping set (RH-l lO).
Correct size lettering for UP E Units is
available from two sources: Micro-Scale's
set RH-109 (reviewed in the Western
Pro totype Modeler, September/October
1976, p.15) has the correct lettering for
the UP Passenger units: Es, Fs, and Fair
banks-Morse and Alco; Champ Decals UP
Diesel Locomotive set EH-81A also has
the correct size for the passenger engines;
unlike the other Champ UP sets and
Champ's EH-8 1 set, the EH-81A set has
the correct black outline. However, the
Champ set does not have as great a
variety of material as the Micro-Scale set.
Dave Schumacher

QUESTION
SP MT-5 E rection Drawings

I have seen an SP Erection Drawing
of their MT-5 Class Mountain locomotive
advertised and wonder if it is authentic.
George Compton

ANSW E R

Those readers who were fortunate
enough to attend the 1 9 7 7 West Coast
Convention at Fountain Valley, CA, had
a chance to see those drawings first hand.
In fact, I recall a large number of them
gobbled them up before the day was over.
Regardless of one's interest in the
Southern Pacific or in steam locomotives
in general, to have one of these drawings

framed would be an excellent way of
displaying the tremendous detail that has
come through even though reduced greatly
from the original sized drawings as used
by the railroad. The drawing has been
lithographed in black ink on a buff color
ed stock and measures 19" x 2 5 " , and vir
tually no dimension or written informa
tion has become blurred in the process,
and to me that speaks very highly for
someone along the line , for many other
reductions of this type that I have seen
suffer badly by comparison in that respect.
While it occured to me that this draw
ing was timed for introduction to co-incide
with that of the HO Scale Westside brass
MT-5 model, Carl Weise of Ampersand
assured me that "it just happened. "
The reason that this particular loco
motive was chosen as the first of a series
was due to the inclusion of the headlight
on the original diagram, a detail that is
often not shown. Whatever the case may
be, I am looking forward to more Espee
erection drawings from this company in
the future with the expectation that they
will be of equally high quality. Southern
Pacific steam fans should definately add
it to their collection of reference material.
The drawing sells for $3.50 or two for
$5.50 and that includes postage and
handling. Californians must add the usual
6% state tax of course. Address your
order to : Ampersand , Post Office Box 382,
Temple City, CA 91780.
Gordon Y. Mills

QUEST I O N
G reat Northern S 1 2 Switcher

A current problem I have is how to
letter a Great Northern S 1 2 switcher. I
have Micro-Scale decals, which give the
numbers for the S12,but no specific letter
ing information. I am guessing that the
gold or yellow stripes (in between the
orange and green) were applied to the
diesel-electrics when new, and were appar
ently later omitted. At least, there are
some photos in Line$ Wes t which show
Great Northern switchers without the
gold or yellow striping.
Also, the Athearn location of the S 1 2
number (Le. 2 5 ) appears t o b e wrong;
all switchers I have seen had the number
located above the herald. Another prob
lem is where to locate the "GN" and the
unit number on the rear of the unit?
At the top or halfway down? Lines West
has units with both types.
The data sheet with the GN switcher
decals (Micro·Scale) is very good, yet
there is not enough information to correct
ly letter the S12. Do you think you
might have some information to help me
in this? Perhaps there is enough interest
to mention this problem in the magazine
as the Athearn is commercially available
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and should interest quite a few people.

Brad Dob bins

A N SW E R

There was more than just the removal
of the gold stripes when the paint scheme
was simplified; also removed was the
bottom orange section. The answer to
your problem depends on whether you
want to model the original paint scheme
or the simplified one.
Builders photos of the S 1 2's in the
original paint scheme are available from
H. L. Broadbelt. Sending $2.50 and ask
ing for prints from negatives 14435 and
14435-1 should net you photos of the
left side and % left side view. An extra
$6.50 should get you a copy of his cata·
log which lists builders photos of numer·
ous Baldwin built locomotives for the
Great Northern.
If you 're interested in the simplified
paint scheme, check out Ex tra 2200
South, January/February , 197 1 , page 20.
I also have two color shots of No. 24
taken in Minneapolis in 1963. This one
has the side cab number above the herald
and the end "GN" number at the top of
the cab.
Although I can find no photos of the
S 1 2 's with the cab side number located
as Athearn located it, I would still tend to
go along with Athearn on the matter;
number 25 could have appeared this way
at one time. Athearn has been quite good
on prototype fidelity and I would assume
that he has a photo or two of this unit
with the number below the herald.
E d Su torik

QUESTION

Where can I find the etched brass
running boards used in the Monon box
car and PFE reefer articles?

Gordon Bassett

A N SW E R

I f they are not available at your local
hobby shop you can get them from :
Capitol Specialities Division
Capitol Photoengravers, Inc.
9860 West Derby Lane
Westchester, IL 60153
Write them for further information
and prices or ask your hobby dealer to
help !
Dan Holbrook

QUESTION

Are there any decals available for Santa
Fe "billboard" lettering on box cars?
George Harrison
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This pho to o f Santa Fe 's 3460, the "Blue Goose, " was taken in Ch icago on April 1 0, 1 938.
Sk irting is still in place and the loco
looks much as it was delivered.
Pho to from the collection of S tan Kistler.

Remodeling the AHM
Blue Goose
I f you have looked longingly a t a brass
BIue Goose and the price tag has held you
off, there is a less expensive way out if
you are willing to overlook several details.
The AHM model is by no means an
accurate model. To the purist, it is pro
bably so far removed from an exact model
that they might not consider it. To the
modeler with limited funds, it is the
answer. You can get the AHM model
under its list price if you check the ad
vertisments in model magazines, at con
siderable saving to your pikes' treasury.
First, let's consider the model as it
comes from the manufacturer. The two
biggest glaring errors on the model are
the engine cab and the coal burning
tender. It is these two items that need to
be changed so the model looks reasonable.
The model is undersized to begin with.
The Tenshodo Hudson is a little oversized
so when you put the the two side-by-side
the contrast is there. When you size up
the AHM Blue Goose to a Max Gray Pacific
which has supposedly the same size tender

by Lynn Aldrich

as the Tenshodo Hudson, the AHM model
does not compare too badly as far as over
all size. Once you get past the size and
can live with this detail, you can think
about other features.
The valve gear is not ATSF prototype
but is not all that detractive to the overall
appearance; the easiest solution is to live
with this discrepancy . It would be much
too complicated for the majority of us to
change anyway.
Lead and trailing trucks on the engine
are not correct for the 3460. Unless you
are lucky enough to find replacements
you will be just as well off leaving the
originals on the model; again, they're
just not all that detractive .
So, now you wonder what changes
can realistically be made by most of us
on this engine? Remove the boiler from
the frame; I was hoping to get the cab off

so it would be easy to work on but it was
impossible (for me) to remove without
damaging it and the rest of the boiler
around it. The front of the cab needs to
be squared-off and the bulges in the boiler
sides (on both sides) need to be eliminated.
There is no easy way to do this cutting;
use a razor saw and an X-Acto knife and
be careful ! You will just have to jump in
and make the cuts. Cut the front of the
cab off squarely engineer and firemans
side. Using sheet plastic, replace the front
of the cab. You will need a piece for
each side. Make sure to cut out for the
front windows. The size and shape will
have to be estimated from the parts you
cut off. Remember that the parts you
cut o ff will have a different surface shape
because they were on an angle so you can
not get the correct window size from
them.
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The "Blue Goose " in Shopton, Io wa, o n September 8th, 1 948; skirts are gone and the locomo tive, wh ile it may be much less diffi
cult to service, looks a lot less graceful.
Photo from the collection of Stan Kistler.
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Next, you will need to finish the boiler
in front of the cab_ You can use the bulge
you cut out to replace part of the hole
plus some sheet plastic. One other way
would be to use one piece of sheet plastic
___ F i l l i n Dotted Area for the hole and bend or shape it to fit
the opening. Window glazing compound
also fills up all cracks where the plastic
does not fit perfectly. A problem you
may run into while working on the boiler
is the headlight connection. There is no
ready way to remove the headlight and
my connection broke off at the solder
joint at the frame. This made working
on the boiler easier but the wire had to be

- -r----

-

---+-U+--- -$-

resoldered when work on the boiler was
finished.
The next thing to do to the boiler is
in the area of number boards on the top.
The squared off top of the boiler that
covers the sand domes and the rest, should
be wider.
It would be impractical to
widen it the whole length. The bulge
should start over the first driver and con
tinue back to the cab. I decided to simu
late the bulge only at the start where the
number boards are located due to the
construction problems of all the curves
needed to be fitted . Sheet plastic and a
file will make a neat number board bulge

--

n
S KETCH OF TENDER TOP DETA I L
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As delivered in Topeka, Kansas, in 1 93 7, the "Blue Goose, " looks ready to go. No te than the two shades of blue on this locomo
tive appear to be much closer in color than many models make it appear.
From the collection of Stan Kistler.

The AHM model before modification to the "look alike " condition of the modified model.

but be sure to file it to fit the contours.
The side cab windows need modifica
tion. Cut out all the cross-members. Fill
in the front 3/16" of cab window with
sheet plastic. Make sure to round out the
corners. Place one vertical cross-member
at the middle location of your remaining
window opening.
Since the directions for the cab and
boiler are general, the modeler is going to
have to do all of this by visual calcula
tions. I modified my model this way and
found that it works well for me; it should
for you as well.

The tender on the model is probably
the most glaring error in the prototype
appearance . Most everything about the
tender is wrong. It is too short, has the
wrong trucks, and is a coal tender. To
discard it entirely and find a correct re
placement is out of the question; you'll
just have to make the best out of a bad
situation. Leave the wheels as there are
no replacements available of which I am
aware. Correct size replacements would
probably not fit under the tender without
lengthening it somewhat. and I decided
against this as simply not justified because

Lynn A ldrich photo.

paint matching problems and lack of
correct replacement decals.
Cut the water pump off the bottom of
the tender and discard it. Make tool boxes
out of plastic that fit on the underside
of the frame between wheel trucks and
cement in place. These will have to be
made on a free-lance basis and made to
look reasonable.
Cut the simulated coal piece out of the
top of the tender. Remove the back sec
tion, it will pry out. File the inside curves
of the tender shroud smooth. Cut a piece
of sheet plastic to fit the entire top of

,
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the tender. Another piece will have to be
cut to the width of the tender and is
raised its height, only , above the tender
top and is placed at the front of the tender.
This piece is only three scale feet wide.
On the front of the tender, there is a
recessed opening for the coal doors; this
opening needs to be filled in with plastic
so the front is smooth. A box that fits on
this piece can be made out of .090" sheet
plastic and cemented in place. There are
two boxes on top of the tender that can
be made from laminating three pieces of
.090" plastic. The exact size must be esti
mated; they are approximately the scale
size of 3 '-0" long x 1 '-9 " high x 1 '-9" wide
for the large one and 9 " wide by 1 '-3 " high
x 1 '-3" in length for the smaller one. See
the drawing for the location. Oil and
water hatches are made of .040" sheet
plastic. The rectangular one is 2'-0" x
6 '-0" and the round one is 2'-0" in dia
meter. If you want to add hinges you

might try wire or some similar material.
The upright piping stanchions were
made of small diameter copper wire
soldered together. Holes were drilled in
the tender top for them and they were
cemented in place. See the drawings for
the shape.
Paint is really the hardest ingredient.
You can use aluminum paint to complete
the stripe on the tender front . For the
blue, well, you'll just have to mix. I used
some tuve paint, water base, that my wife
had that is used for paintings. You'll
have to keep mixing a lot of white with a
little blue; there is just no easy way.
Keep mixing until you come as close as
you can - then paint your engine. If you
have done well your engine will have taken
on a Santa Fe appearance greatly improved
over the original model.
The performance, of my engine was
smooth. When running on the main line
it sounds electrical ; at a higher speed it
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has a slight shimmy. You don't need to
run it that fast because it is much faster
than any scale speed you'll need. The
engine is very light; the rubber traction
rings on the drive wheels increase the
pulling power.
The model looks sharp pulling a string
of passenger cars as this is what the proto
type did best. I don't remember seeing
the Blue Goose run but I 've heard many
people comment on it. Most of its life it
kept busy between Chicago and Colorado
in passenger service. It could have been
used in freight service but I 've heard no
such tales to back up that thought. You'll
do better to use the model in passenger
service on your layout. Streamlined of
standard heavyweight passenger cars would
be prototype. It's a one-of-a-kind model
that would be inexpensive compared to
brass that you can enjoy .

Bx-66 , -70, or Bx-72 . The newer Champ
decals are being made with a thinner film
decal that reacts very similar to Micro
Scale decals.
Larry Occh iello.

Classified
Advertising
C LASSI F I E D A DV E R T I S I N G

Ex-53 photo by Larry Occhiello.

ANSW E R

Champ has recently issued a new set
of Santa Fe box car lettering that can be
useful for their latest shock control car
with the large herald and billboard letter-

i n g o n the side. The set contains all data
necessary to do any 40' box car with the
exception of lubrication data, together
with an accurate instruction sheet for a
Bx-53 similar to the photo. The set also
contains data for a 50' car such as the
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Name

It costs us about $ 1 .35 every
time a magazine is returned
with no forwarding address.
Please tell us when you are
moving, at least 6 weeks in
advance.

Address

-- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Old Address

Mail it to :

- - attach your most recent label here ---
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Post Office Box 343
Danve r s , MA 0 1 923
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is carried for the
conven ience of subscribers and i ncl udes that
material of interest to prototype modeler and
fans. Cost of this service is 1 0c per word with
the name and address free. Description of the
materials or equ ipment offered must be sincere
and the seller must guarantee to refund the
p u rchase price (but not sh ipping charges) if the
material is not as advertised and is returned to
h i m with i n 30 days and in the same condition
as received (except any sh ipping damage) and
prepaid. Prototype Modeler, I nc., assumes no
responsibi l i ty , either expressed or impl ied, in
transactions other than to use its offices in an
effot to bring about a reasonable settlement in
any d i sputes arising from transactions resu lting
from classified advertisments herei n . Classified
Advertising is not open to commercial accounts.
SANTA FE EMPLOYEES T I M E TAB LES.

Re·
prints of February 1 949 Arizona, Al buquerque,
Los Angeles, and Val l ey Divisions. $ 1 .30 each,
ppd or a l l four for $4.50. Also have reprints of
January 1 950 Santa Fe Locomotive Assignments
showing l ocation, by D ivision , of all steam and
d iesel l ocomotives and motor cars on the system
at $ 1 .50 each, ppd . Stan Kistl er, Post Office
Box 3508 , Modesto, CA 95350.
WAN T E D :

S F photos of Ga-l 0 l , Ga-l 05, Ga1 1 0, Ga-1 1 5 , Ga-90, or Ga-94 Covered Hoppers
for custom decal plans. Mark S. Wil kowski,
5252 North California, Ch icago, I L 60625

WANT:

Smal l rectangular oil tender from PFM
Southern Pacific E-23/M-4. W i l l trade Vander
b ilts from P F M M-4, WSM T-l , ot T-28. J .
Vasconcelos, Post Office B o x 1 027, Pasadena,
Cal ifornia, 9 1 1 02 .
H O Santa F e Steam a nd D iesels, new and used.
P F M 2-1 0-2 , 200; P F M 4-6-4, 1 95 ; Bal 4-4-2,
1 60; sixteen others prices accordingly. Hetzel,
8351 East Wendon, San Gabriel , CA. 9 1 775
SSAE, 2 1 3-285-4035
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"Waycars of the
Chicago, Burlington
and Quincy RR"
1904 Renumbering

to

January 1, 1978

Daniel P. Holbrook
by
Steven D. Lorenz
special pre- publ icat ion price
. . . until May 1

$8.95

available June 1

[prnrnurnuYl[p� [UJrnrn�[�[D
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$ 9.95

Post Office 8ox 3�3 Oorwen, MA 01923

�eaeeti#4,

is a cammon superlative used by adm i rers
of a superb mode l . In order to he l p pro
vide their deta i l i ng needs , we m a i nta i n
a report w i t h some o f t h e nation ' s finest
mode lers . One such mode l e r i s Paul F ed
erico n i , whos kitbashed SD - 40 refle cts
his prowess .

Paul u t i l izes Detai l s · West

castings to augment his tal ents and ta
expedite his tas k .

We ' d l i ke to assist

you i n yaur endeavors a s wel l .

We en-

joy beautiful mode l s , and take pride i n
knawing that w e hel p t o create them .

1 . } V F - 1 07 DYNAMIC BRAKE V E N T

& ELECTRICAL CAB I N ET F I LTER S e t $ . 75
2 . } RA- 1 57 RAD I O ANTE N N A 5 Pcs $ 1 . 50
3 . } R B- 1 06 ROTARY BEACON Each $ 1 . 00

6 . } PL- 1 55 S N O W PLOW

4 . } H L- 1 1 7 HEADLI G HT

Pa i r $ . 70

7 . } AF - 1 39 A I R F I LTER SET

5 . } VE- 1 2 1 BODY V E N T

Dozen $ . 75

8 . } FF - 1 66 F UE L F I LLER

Each $ 1 . 50
Pair $ 1 . 00
4 Pieces $ 1 . 00
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He re is a weed sprayer train on the Santa Fe sou th ot Bernalillo, New Mex ico, during July ot 1 9 73. It is an annual institution that
tours the San ta Fe trackage in the area near the latter part ot the summer. Weed sprayer car No. 1 99203 is an ex-baggage car and
Chris Raugh t photo.
plays a major role in keeping the h igh iron clean.
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PROTOTYPE MODElER®

introduces another kit
for the craftsman modeler
Prototype Modeler introduces the second kit in its series for
the craftsman modeler with a Rock Island Reefer designed by
George Berisso. This series, for the discriminating modeler, pre
sents rolling stock that duplicates a particular car or car series
rather than approximating a general type car and offers the kind
of kit that will satisfy even the most particular modeler.
The Rock Island Reefer, carefully designed by George Ber
isso and produced by Marketing East, meets exacting specifica
tions to emerge as a replica of a specific prototype series. The
same authority brought to the design of the PF E Reefer by
Nelson McCormick is evident in the Rock Island Reefer as
both gentlemen brings years of experience and considerable
know-how to their kit design . The kits represent a proud ad
dition' to any roster because from the wood to the decals, each
part contributes to an overall quality assured by the finest in

materials and authenticity.
Kit No, 1 00 1 (PFE Reefe r) is $ 7 .95 less trucks and couplers;
Kit No. 1 002 ( Rock Island Reefer) is $8.95 less trucks and
couplers. Both are available from Marketing East, Inc., Wm. K.
Walthers, I nc., or your local hobby shop.

�

Marketing East, Inc.

4 4 Maple Street
Post Ofhce B Ol( 4 1 0
Danvers . M A 01 923

"T"-Section Bettendorf trucks
and Kadee NO. 5 cou plers are
ava i l able from Marketing East
at $2.95 per set.

